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I. SUMMARY

This report presents the McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company (MDHC)

flight test program of higher harmonic blade feathering for vibration

control. The contract, NAS1-16266, extended from 1980 to 1986 with funding

from the U. S. Army and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA), in addition to substantial flight test support by MDHC.

The higher harmonic control (HHC) system superimposes fourth

harmonic inputs upon the stationary swashplate. These inputs are transformed

into 3P, 4P and 5P blade feathering angles in the rotating system. The

vibrations are then altered at the pilot seat, where feedback accelerometers

are located.

The program consisted of three distinct phases. First, the MDHC

OH-6A helicopter (Army 67-17230) underwent numerous changes to incorporate

the HHC system. Then, the open loop, or manual controlled, flight tests were

performed, and finally, the closed loop, or computer controlled, system was

tested. In 1983, one portion of the closed loop testing was performed, and

in 1984, additional closed loop tests were conducted with improved software.

With the HHC system engaged, the 4P pilot seat vibration levels were

significantly lower than the baseline OH-6A levels. Moreover, the system did

not adversely affect blade loads or helicopter performance. In conclusion,

this successful proof of concept project indicates HHC as a viable vibration

suppression mechanism.



II. INTRODUCTION AND PROGRAM HISTORY

A. INTRODUCTION

The trend in helicopter crew station vibration levels over the past 30

years, Figure 1, indicates that the helicopter industry has reached an

asymptote in vibration reduction employing currently known methods. As

further confirmation of this fact, Figure 1 shows that the U.S. Army had to

increase the specified vibration levels for the AAH/UTTAS procurement from

the early 1970's target. The mid 1970's values better indicated realistic

design goals which were consistent with the state-of-the-art in helicopter

vibration control. The actual vibration levels achieved with present

technology far exceed the desired value of 0.02 g's recommended by NASA

Research and Technology Advisory Council Subpanel on Helicopter Technology,

Washington, D.C., May 24, 1976. Although it has achieved a significant

vibration reduction over the past 25 years, the helicopter industry will not

reach the desired goal without a quantum advance in vibration control

technology.

In contrast to the conventional passive means of vibration control,

such as vibration absorbers and vibration isolators, higher harmonic control

(HHC) is an active control concept. A passive device treats the vibratory

loads after they have been generated, whereas the HHC system alters

aerodynamic loads on the rotor to reduce the forces and moments which cause

airframe vibrations. As an electronic, computer controlled system, HHC

senses and cancels helicopter airframe vibrations by high frequency

feathering of rotor blades. With the rapid evolution of lightweight

microcomputers, coupled with advances in servo-actuator technology, the

quantum advance in vibration control technology is within reach.

2



For the present program, an Army OH-6A(S/N 67-17230) was modified to

incorporate higher harmonic blade pitch control by superimposing 4/rev

swashplate motion upon the primary control inputs. Perturbing the stationary

swashplate at 4/rev in the collective and cyclic controls, third, fourth and

fifth harmonic blade feathering results in the rotating system. Main rotor

rotational speed for the OH-6Ais 483 rpm or 8 Hz. Pitch, roll, and

collective motion of the stationary swashplate is provided by three

electro-hydraulic high frequency servo-actuators. The three actuators are

installed in the stationary system where they replace conventional rod-end

links between the control mixer and the stationary swashplate. An onboard

computer processes airframe vibration measurementsand determines the optimal

actuator motions for vibration reduction.

Following a brief history of the HHCconcept, the design objectives

and then the HHCsystem, as installed on the OH-6A, are described. Next, the

control algorithm and its development are discussed. Finally, the open and

closed loop flight test results are presented.

B. PROGRAM HISTORY

1. BACKGROUND

1.1 GENERAL

Prior to the OH-6A HHC flights, only one other HHC equipped helicopter

was tested and that was over twenty years ago. The aircraft, a UH-1A

helicopter with a two-bladed teetering rotor, was modified to incorporate a

mechanical device by which amplitude and phase of second harmonic feathering

were manually adjustable. In 1963, Drees and Wernicke [32], while reporting

the program results concluded that, "even though the mechanism accomplished

the anticipated changes in air load 2/rev thrust pulsations, the beneficial



effects on vibration and on load reduction were small." Most likely, these

researchers were somewhatlimited by a two-bladed rotor, since second

harmonic feathering strongly couples with both first and third harmonics.

The first harmonic airloads are also generated by the cyclic pitch needed for

primary helicopter control.

Following the work of Drees and Wernicke, a numberof theoretical and

experimental studies further explored higher harmonic control and produced

particularly promising results, References 10 through 20. These studies

indicated that successful suppression of vibration required small blade

oscillation amplitudes, in general less than 0.5 degrees. The small blade

angles required were further confirmed in the MDHCflight test program.

1.2 WINDTUNNELTESTING

To establish the feasibility of the higher harmonic control concept,

wind tunnel tests were first conducted on an aeroelastically scaled model

rotor system. As the predecessor to the MDHCflight test program, wind

tunnel tests of the HHCconcept were conducted in the 5 m (16 ft) NASA

Langley Transonic DynamicsTunnel (TDT), shownin Figure 2. Three different,

fully articulated rotor models were used for these tests over the period 1976

- 1981. Themodels were all aeroelastically scaled and were 2.7 - 2.9 m (9 -

9.5 ft) in diameter. The rotors were tested at full scale tip Machnumbers

in a Freon-12 atmosphere. The main goal of the wind tunnel test program was

to validate open loop HHC. Acceptable levels of blade pitch had to

significantly modify rotor vibratory forces and moments.

These tests were conducted by oscillating the swashplate at a

frequency of 4 cycles/revolution in collective, longitudinal tilt, and

lateral tilt. The input phase angles were varied at constant amplitude to



establish relationships between the inputs and the rotor hub force and moment

response. Oncean optimum phase was found, the amplitude was adjusted to

minimize one vibratory hub load. These results, Hammond[10], were very

encouraging and led to the HHCPredesign Contract. Typical of the test

results, the fourth harmonic of vertical acceleration is shownwith HHC"on"

and with HHC"off", Figure 3. Later, additional wind tunnel results proved

closed loop computer control of the HHCprocess was possible; see References

11-20.

2. MAJORMILESTONESIN FLIGHTPROGRAM

In 1976 McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Companyteamed with the U.S. Army

and with NASAto systematically develop a flightworthy HHCsystem for the

OH-6A. After investigating numerousconcepts, a candidate HHCconfiguration

was identified. The system chosen, along with the necessary modifications to

the OH-6A, is presented in Section IV. Powers[9] presents all the considered

HHCsystems.

After the preliminary design contract the full flight test go ahead

was announced in September 1980. The contract objective was to install and

to fly an HHCsystem both in the open loop and closed loop mode. The flight

test program was structured to duplicate the wind tunnel results. During the

flight tests significantly reduced vibrations were recorded when comparing

HHCto baseline OH-6Adata, thus yielding an extremely successful proof of

concept project.

The OH-6Aunderwent numerouspreparatory changes. Most importantly,

the primary control system had to be stiffened. Test results, Appendix B,

indicated large flexibility and freeplay in the system which would reduce, if

not eliminate, any HHCblade feathering. After a detailed analysis of the

primary flight controls, the questionable parts were replaced resulting in a

system suitable for HHC.



In addition to stiffening the primary flight controls, manyother

parts of the OH-6Awere replaced or removed. The contract sponsors required

two studies for the safety review before the first flight. First, since the

tail rotor control system was completely replaced, a stress analysis of the

new configuration was performed; see Appendix A. Secondly, a loads test of

the primary control system was conducted; see Appendix B. With the approval

of these analyses, the HHCequipped OH-6Awas released for flight in August

1982.

OnAugust 25, 1982, the first two open loop flights, each 15 minutes

long at hover, were conducted at the MDHCtest facility located at the U.S.

Army's Proving Ground in Yuma,Arizona. The first flight is pictured in

Figure 4. Following these early flights, the flight envelope was expanded to

include forward speeds of up to 100 knots. Before the initial open loop

flight testing had been completed, the HHCsystem had also been shown to

reduce vibrations in flares and in wind-up turns.

Theopen loop, or manual control, flight test program involved 15

flight hours with the HHCsystem operational. Prior to the first flight,

there were 20 hours of ground running with HHCengaged. The open loop flight

test results demonstrated the potential for marked improvement in helicopter

passenger comfort as well as for increased stability in precision weapon

delivery.

After successful open loop flights, the closed loop flight testing was

subsequently conducted. During this flight test program, computer controlled

HHCsuccessfully reduced airframe vibration levels automatically in both

steady-state and transient flight conditions. Although the original

algorithms suffered reduced performance at higher speeds, they did indicate

the feasibility of closed loop HHC. Later, as refined algorithms were



developed based on lessons from flight tests results, HHC consistently

reduced vibrations throughout the flight envelope.

The closed loop flight tests began in January, 1983, and ended in

November, 1984. In all, over 26 hours were flown with HHC operational, using

six different software versions of the same basic algorithm. Two more

versions were developed and coded, however, the flight test program was

terminated before they could be demonstrated.



III. DESIGN OBJECTIVES

In order to implement an HHC system on the OH-6A, specific design

objectives were established. To ensure a successful flight test program,

several decisions were made to define the system configuration. For further

background, see Powers [9].

A. LOCATION OF ACTUATORS IN THE STATIONARY SYSTEM

A primary design decision was to accomplish both vibration sensing and

corrective blade feathering in the stationary system. If the actuators were

placed in the rotating system, multiple frequencies, specifically 3P, 4P and

5P would have to be generated. With the actuators installed beneath the

stationary swashplate, any combination of blade 3P, 4P, and 5P feathering can

be obtained by proper phasing of 4P stationary swashplate pitch, roll, and

vertical motion. Also, a rotating hydraulic manifold and slip-ring assembly

are thus avoided, and actuators and tube assemblies do not operate in a

centrifugal force field.

B. SYSTEM DESIGNED FOR ONE GOAL

In addition to vibration reduction, other benefits may be realized

from higher harmonic control application. HHC can be benefical for blade

stress reduction, McCloud [18], for improved performance by delaying the

onset of retreating blade stall, Wernicke, et al. [32], and for gust load

alleviation, Ham, et al. [21]. Ground resonance elimination, Straub, et al.

[22], and rotor blade deicing, Lemont, et al. [23] are
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also feasible. Although all are worthwile goals to pursue, active vibrations

control must first be successfully demonstrated. By initially investigating

several objectives simultaneously, this project could become

counterproductive. Therefore, this program is focused upon minimizing 4P

vibration of the fuselage.

C. HHC INDEPENDENCE

The HHC signals are superimposed on the primary rotor controls which

offers many advantages for the prototype system. First, the HHC system is

independent of the primary control system, thereby reducing any unwanted

effects on rotor trim. Second, with an HHC failure or malfunction, the

helicopter control system returns to its original configuration. Third, the

HHC and the primary control actuators need not be located in the same

aircraft vincinity; the HHC actuators, therefore, are placed in near optimal

installations. Aside from high reaction impedance, the selected location

must provide minimal lost motion due to control system flexibility and

freeplay. Finally, with this design, separate hydraulic supplies, tailored

to the specific requirements of each, can be used for both the primary and

the HHC actuator systems.

D. 4P SIGNAL ISOLATION BY ANALOG METHODS

Inherent in the design, the HHC system is required to repeatedly

isolate the 4P component of the load or of the accelerometer electronic

signal. Since modern microcomputers rapidly execute Fast Fourier Transforms



(FFTs), these methods initially appear desirable. However, a problem exists

with FFTprocedures in a real time application, such as HHC. The transforms

are limited not by calculation time, but by required record length, which

directly impacts the sampling time. For the OH-6AHHCsystem, an electronic

analog technique is applied that precludes the need for FFTmethods and

provides essentially continuous sensor output sampling.

E. TWO ROTOR REVOLUTION UPDATE

An early objective was to complete both the data sampling and the

computer updating within two rotor revolutions. For the OH-6A, where the

rotor speed is 483 rpm, this limit becomes 0.25 seconds. With the original

software, the closed loop system slightly exceeds this bound since the update

rate is 0.267 seconds. The latest software version, with a cycle time of

0.162 seconds, far surpasses the goal. This rate should permit rapid

updating of the HHC controls in transient flight regimes.
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IV. THE HIGHER HARMONIC CONTROL SYSTEM

A. GENERAL HHC SYSTEM

Referring to Figure 5, the primary elements of the active vibration

suppression system are:

i.

2.

3.

.

Acceleration transducers that sense the vibratory response;

A higher harmonic blade pitch actuator system;

A flightworthy microcomputer, which incorporates the

algorithm for reducing vibrations;

A signal conditioning system which interfaces between the

sensors, the microcomputer and the HHC actuators.

Operation of the system, illustrated in the block diagram of Figure

6, is as follows. Triaxial accelerometers, mounted beneath the pilot's

seat, sense the vertical, the lateral and the longitudinal vibrations

which are then passed to the Electronic Control Unit (ECU). The ECU

extracts the 4P sine and cosine components, and converts these vibration

signals to DC signals suitable as input to the flight computer. These six

feedback quantities serve two purposes in the control algorithm. First,

these six signals help construct a mathematical model of the helicopter.

Second, this data is the vector to be minimized using modern control

theory. The flight computer calculates six actuator 4P motions, which are

sent via the ECU as analog signals to drive the swashplate. The actuators

replace existing links in the stationary system, Figures 7 and 8. The 4P

signals transform to 3P, 4P and 5P blade motion, which corresponds to 24,

32 and 40 HZ for the OH-6A. This loop is updated approximately every 160

milliseconds for the latest software. With this integrated

11



system, the fuselage vibrations are reduced throughout the entire flight

envelope.

B. BASELINE OH-6A DESIGN

The OH-6A (S/N 68-17230) selected for this program is unique in the

Army inventory. The standard OH-6A incorporates a mechanical, or

non-boosted, control system. This aircraft would be unsuitable for HHC

applications because it would permit actuator feedback to the pilot's

controls. As a result, the blade higher harmonic pitching motion would be

significantly deteriorated. To preclude this, a specially modified OH-6A

incorporating a Sperry stability augmentation system (SAS) for the primary

controls, Figure 9, was bailed to MDHC for flight tests. The

electromechanical SAS actuators are removed, however, the 1500 psi boost

system is retained execpt in the yaw channel; see Appendix A.

A Stratopower pump, driven by 28 DC volts of aircraft power,

provides the hydraulic boost which is completely separate from the HHC

hydraulic system. A Convair Hydropac, which is an integrated resevoir,

filter and valve package, supplies 0.7 gallons/minute of hydraulic fluid

at operating pressure, Figure 10. In, the event of a failure, the boosted

system design provides a backup mechanical system. Before the HHC

project, this control system was successfully flown for over 200 hours.

For the SAS controls configuration, the following parts are removed

from the stock OH-6A:

I. Collective Bungee: Male Brg. Assembly
Retainer

Spring

Female Brg. Assembly
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2. Lower Tunnel Area: Longitudinal Idler Bellcrank
Uni-Lock

Lateral Idler Bellcrank

T/R Bellcrank

3. Mixer Area: Lateral Bellcrank

Collective Bellcrank

Longitudinal Idler

T/R Bellcrank
Bracket

4. Tunnel Area: T/R Control Rod
Lateral Control Rod

Longitudinal Control Rod
Collective Control Rod

The following items are then added to the aircraft:

i. Control Position Transducers:

Lateral Cyclic

Longitudinal Cyclic
Directional Control

o Lower Tunnel Area, to accommodate the SAS servos:

T/R Bellcrank
Lateral Bellcrank

Longitudinal Bellcrank

3. Mixer Area: Lateral Bellcrank

Collective Bellcrank

Longitudinal Idler
T/R Bellcrank

Bracket

Collective Compensator Assembly

Note: Installation of the SAS servos necessitated removal of the

collective bungee, leaving the pilot with unassisted

collective controls under the loss of boost hydraulic

pressure. The bleed air powered collective compensator

remedied this problem.

4. Tunnel Area: T/R Control Rod
Lateral Control Rod

Longitudinal Control Rod
Collective Control Rod

(2) Longitudinal and Lateral SAS Servos

T/R SAS Servo

Upper Tunnel Support
Boost Actuators

Note: The lateral, the longitudinal and the tail rotor control rods

are shortened once to allow for the upper boost actuators and

again for the lower SAS servos. The collective control rod

was shortened only to allow for the boost actuator. The

upper tunnel support provides mounting for the lower end of
the four boost actuators.
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Aside from the SASelectronics, boost hydraulic power system and

assorted panel instruments, this summarizesthe state of the baseline

flight control system.

The only OH-6Arotor modifications are the removal of 3P and 5P

blade pendulumvibration absorbers. These passive devices reduce vertical

blade root shears and the 4P vibration levels. Since the development

flights of the OH-6Adid not contain the absorbers, their removal did not

present a safety issue.

C. HHC SYSTEM AS IMPLEMENTED ON THE OH-6A

1. FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS

Modifying an existing OH-6A to incorporate the HHC actuation system

established challenging design requirements:

I. The primary flight control system had to be upgraded to permit
high fidelity blade feathering.

2. High bandwith servo-actuators had to be developed.

3. The existing flight control system presented numerous physical
and kinematic constraints.

Working within the constraints of an existing flight control system, many

issues arose that would not exist if HHC were to be integrated during

aircraft development. The current program thus should be viewed as a

"proof of principle" HHC evaluation and not as retrofit application

study.

A discussion of the upgraded primary controls and of the actuation

system follows. Additional details can be found in Wood, et. al. [3].

1.1. PRIMARY FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
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It was determined early in the HHCactuator checkout that the

existing mechanical flight control system was incapable of transmitting

high frequency feathering motion to the main rotor blades. A test program

was designed to isolate the principle sources of lost motion. It revealed

considerable freeplay in all three axes; see Appendix B. This control

slop is typical of unboosted control systems rather than due to service

life wear.

"True" freeplay, or zero stiffness, contributed less to lost

motion, than did local bearing liner, bolt, bushing and bellcrank

flexibilities. Careful modifications were performed to minimize lost

motion and local flexibilities in the primary controls. Through the use

of precision tolerance roller bearings, bolts, bushings, metal-to-metal

rod end bearings and redesigned mixer components,a 75 percent reduction

in freeplay and up to a 90 percent increase in end-to-end control system

stiffness was achieved.

Referring to Figure 11, the initial system freeplay, _ 0.040

inches, was larger than the actuator stroke needed for vibration

reduction, approximately + 0.033 inches. After the new componentswere

installed, the control system dead zone wasdecreased to + 0.010 inches

which was sufficient for HHCapplications. Also showndthe control system

stiffness increased from K = 2000 Ibs./in. to K = 5000 Ibs./in., outside

the freeplay region. Without the new primary controls system, the OH-6A

could not demonstrate HHC effectiveness.

The primary control system changes are summarized below.

Lower Tunnel Area:

1. The longitudinal idler bellcrank was removed and replaced

with the original part.
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.

3.

The lateral idler bellcrank was removed and replaced with the

original part.
The T/R bellcrank was removed and replaced with the original

part.

Tunnel Area:

i.

2.

3.

.

The collective control rod was instrumented with strain

gauges.
The lateral and the longitudinal SAS servos were removed and

replaced with a new dummy machined fitting.
The tail rotor SAS servo was removed, as was the tail rotor
boost actuator. The tail rotor control rod also was removed

and all three components were replaced by the original tail

rotor rod.

The upper tunnel support was machined to provided clearance
for the T/R rod.

Mixer Area:

i°

+

.

4.

.

6.

.

The anti-torque link and the 5/16 inch bolts were removed and

replaced by an HHC actuator, an anti-torque frame and an

anti-torque idler arm.
These new parts were secured to the stationary swashplate in

the following fashion. The bushing at the longitudinal

corner of the stationary swashplate was reamed from 0.3125
in. to 0.3750 in. I.D. A 0.375 inch bolt was then used to

secure the actuator and the idler arm. The original spacer

bushing was used to secure the actuator and the anti-torque

frame to the longitudinal bellcrank.
The remaining two rod-end links were removed and replaced by

HHC actuators. The mounting hardware remained unchanged.

The T/R bellcrank was removed and replaced. The bellcrank

design was modified to provided greater clearances for the
HHC actuator. A new flush head bolt was used to secure the

tail rotor control rod to the new bellcrank.

The longitudinal link was instrumented with strain gauges.
The collective and lateral cyclic were changed from magnesium
to machined 4130 steel.

The magnesium rotor hub was replaced by a new aluminium hub.

1.2. HHC ACTUATORS

The HHC actuator design was primarily driven by high system

frequency response requirements. Piston area, drill passage diameter,

seal friction and electro-hydraulic (EH) servo-valve characteristics

enhance the installed response, which results in a usable range of

approximately 90 Hz at command amplitudes of one degree pitch angle. The
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HHCservo-actuators, Figures 12 and 13, have a total collective blade

angle authority of two degrees, or roughly 11 percent of the total OH-6A

collective pitch range. This translates into a total stroke for each

actuator of + 0.20 inches. Developed by MOOGWestern DevelopmentCenter,

the actuators were designed for operation at 3000 psi.

The actuators replace existing links in the primary control system,

located between the mixer and the stationary swashplate assembly, Figures

7 and 8. A center-driving lockout device sets the equipment to neutral

position in the event of an hydraulic pressure loss or of an HHC

disengagement. The design characteristics are summarizedin Table 1.

Actuator control is derived from a MOOGservo-valve and an

internally mounted linear variable differential transducer (LVDT). The

transducer carrier frequency and the demodulation network design is

tailored to improve system frequency response. All position loop closures

and all compensation networks are mechanizedin the ECU. A differential

pressure transducer, manifold mounted beneath the EHvalve, permits

monitoring of the actuator loads. Lastly, although advances have been

madein self-lubricating bearings with composite liners containing

interwoven Teflon and glass fibers, metal-to-metal rod end bearings were

selected for enhancedlife and for minimal lost motion. With composite

lined bearings, surface roughness grows whenthe amplitude of oscillation

is reduced. Tending to increase liner wear, this phenomenaprecluded

their application for the actuators.

2. HHCHYDRAULICSYSTEM

2.1. HHCHYDRAULICPUMP
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A Sperry-Vickers axial piston, variable displacement pump, model

PV3-075-15, provides hydraulic power. Although capable of absorbing 20

horsepower, the pumptypically required three to four horsepower during

closed loop testing.

Currently used on the F-16 primary flight control system, the pump

was acceptance tested under General DynamicsTest Procedure prior to

delivery to MDHC. The remaining pumpdesign criteria are listed in Table

2.

2.2. PUMPDRIVESYSTEM

Running at 2800 RPM,the pumpis driven by an intermediate gearbox

assembly attached to the engine spare power take-off pad. The nominal pad

speed is 6016 RPM,with clockwise rotation looking at the pad. As the

Allison turbine engine was derated from 400 SHPto 250 SHP, the sumof the

front and the rear output torque did not exceed the maximumcontinous

engine rating of 4416 in.-Ibs.

For the purposes of HHC,the six-bolt internal spline engine pad

mates with a Soloy Conversions 660-2410 Gearcase Assembly. The gearcase

assembly has been qualified for commerical applications on the MDHC Model

500D under FAA STC. This installation is shown in Figures 14 and 15.

The gearcase is rated for 20 HP maximum continuous power and it

incorporates a drive shaft shear section design at 1036 in.-Ibs. Straight

cut gears in the unit yield a 2.3:1 reduction, at the nominal 2700 RPM

output shaft speed. A shaft external to the gearcase permits the drive

spline to be engaged or disengaged. Lubrication is provided by the

Vickers pump case drain flow. Even with the 53 degree from vertical

mounting angle of the engine assembly, the overhung moment of the

pump/adapter unit is within the 100 in.-Ibs, design limit of the engine

manufacturer.
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2.3. MANIFOLD/RESERVOIRASSEMBLY

A Bertea integrated manifold/reservoir is combined with the

distribution network to filter, cool, accumulate and route the actuator

hydraulic fluid. This assembly is bailed from the AAH- Apacheprogram

where it is the primary system reservoir for Phase I aircraft. The

reservoir provides the following functions.

I.

.

.

.

.

.

It manifolds for pump pressure, for flight controls, for

ground service pressure and return, for pump suction and for

flight controls return connections.
It is a 30 cu. in. fluid reservoir with level indicator. The

reservoir is pressurized with turbine compressor bleed air to

meet pump inlet requirements.
It is a high pressure switch, which is open above 3450 psi

and closed below 1500 psi. The ECU senses this switch for a

drop in the system pressure, thereby disabling the
servo-val ve commands.

As a check valve, it prevents the accumulator from motoring

the hydraulic pump once the system is shut down. The

cracking pressure is 2 - 8 psi.
As a high pressure relief valve, modified by Bertea under the

contract, it increases to full flow of 8 gpm at 4200 psi.

The cracking pressure is 3650 psi.
The internal fluid filter is removed in this application. A

15 micron absolute cartridge-type filter is present upstream
of the manifold.

2.4. DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

The pump pressure and the suction lines are routed to bulkhead

fittings at the fuselage station 124.0 via flex hoses. The lines used on

all return and all suction paths yield fluid velocities sufficiently close

to the 15 fps design objective which precludes pump cavitation. Pump case

drain oil, approximately 1 gpm, is routed to the inlet side of the Soloy

gearcase and returns to the manifold/reservoir. Pump and gearcase vents

are open to the atmosphere using short lengths of tubing. The hydraulic

fluid is passed through the 15 micron filter, and then into the manifold.

Two quick disconnect nipples are provided for the pressure and for the

manifold/reservoir return lines.
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A pressure line exits the manifold, travels forward along the cargo

floor and is then secured to the canted control tunnel at fuselage station

78.22. A Sterer 28 volt solenoid valve is installed near the top of the

tunnel and is activated by the pilot or by the ECUto disable the

hydraulic system.

Emergingthrough the upper bulkhead fittings, the line travels aft

along the roof of the cargo section where it connects to the distribution

manifold. The HHCactuator pressure and return flex hoses are routed to

and from the manifold. A return line then retraces the pressure line

route across the fuselage roof and downthe canted control tunnel at

fuselage station 78.22. Near the top of the canted bulkhead, a divider

circuit is installed to route approximately 50%of the flow into the heat

exchanger. A fiberglass duct channels cooling air from the transmission

oil cooler to the heat exchanger. The return line then continues along

the cargo floor, terminating at the reservoir/manifold. The entire HHC

hydraulic system is schematically shownin Figure 16.

A probe at the bulkhead pressure circuit "T" fitting monitors the

hydraulic temperature, which is digitally displayed on the pilot's

instrument panel. Finally, the crew and the cargo compartment are

hydraulically isolated by 0.25 in. plexiglass panels, as required per

MIL-E-38453.

3. HHCELECTRONICSYSTEM

Theelectronic componentsof the system generate HHCactuator drive

commands,provide cockpit control interface, and perform self testing,

Figure 6. The electronic control unit and the airborne digital controller

are described below. Wood,et.al. [3] also provides a description of the

HHCelectronic system.
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3.1. THEELECTRONICCONTROLUNIT

3.1.1. ECUOVERVIEW

The ECUprovides an analog interface between the HHCactuators,

feedback sensor package, airborne digital processor and cockpit control

subsystems. Developed by MDHCusing printed circuit board construction,

the ECUperforms a hardware analog of a discrete Fourier transform (DFT)

to isolate the sine and cosine 4P componentsof three airframe

accelerations. The six feedback componentsare transmitted to the digital

controller in DCformat. Actuator drive commandsare constructed from

computer-generated DCcommandsand the same4P reference required for the

hardware DFT. The DCcommandsare proportional to the optimal sine and

cosine amplitudes of collective, lateral cyclic and longitudinal cyclic 4P

swashplate motion. The ECUadditionally provides the HHCactuator outer

loop position closures and inner loop compensation needed to achieve the

installed frequency response. Lastly, the ECUprovides extensive

self-test and failure modeprotection including commandlimiting, rate

limiting, hardover detection and protection, loss of power supplies, and

loss of controller update to namea few.

The ECU,Figure 17, receives a 16Psquare wave and a 4P signal,

both synchronized with the main rotor rotation. A 16 pole commutator is

mounted atop the main rotor to generate these signals. With the reference

signals, the ECUcorrelator section derives DCanalog signals of the 4P

vertical, longitudinal and lateral accelerations. To both simplify

interface circuitry and to eliminate ACdrive signals, all data provided

to and generated by the flight computer is in DCform. The ECUperforms

all AC to DCand DCto ACconversions.
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Twosignals are derived from each acceleration transducer. One

signal is directly proportional to the in-phase componentof the measured

4P acceleration and the other is proportional to the quadrature

component. The ECUalso provides a DCanalog signal of rotor rpm to the

computer. The ECUgenerates two other DCsignals, proportional to the

magnitude of the sine and of the cosine 4P references. The remaining

signal furnished by the ECUis a self-test which indicates the presence or

the absence of any internally detected failure.

Thecomputer provides DCanalog signals to the ECUto control phase

and magnitude of collective, lateral cyclic and longitudinal cyclic 4P

swashplate motion. The computer similarly returns a "keep alive" signal

to the ECU,indicating that the processor is operating in a normal manner.

In summary,the HHCECUperforms the following functions:

I.

,

.

4.

5.

It extracts the 4P sine and cosine components of measured

accelerations and it passes them to the computer in DC analog
form.

Upon receipt of DC analog 4P control inputs from the computer,

the ECU constructs the appropriate 4P AC servo-valve drive
signals.

The ECU accomplishes servo-valve feedback compensation.

The ECU monitors the system for internal failures.

The ECU provides hardover protection.

3.1.2. SINE/COSINE GENERATOR

The sine/cosine generator contains a two-bit gray code counter, two

identical Butterworth filter sections, two identical voltmeter sections

and a frequency to voltage converter, Figure 18.

3.1.3. GRAY CODE COUNTER

The gray code counter block diagram is shown in Figure 19. The 16P

reference signal clocks two D-type flip flops; whereas, the 4P sync

reference presets the exact state of the flip flops at each quarter

revolution. The resultant wave shapes are illustrated in Figure 20.
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Output of the first flip flop becomes a 4P sine-phase wave, while the

second output is a cosine-phased 4P square wave. These references are

used for further processing.

3.1.4. FILTER SECTION

The two 4P reference signals, created by the gray code counter, are

each passed through a filter section, consisting of a four-pole

Butterworth low pass filter and two single-pole RC high pass filters,

Figure 21. The combination provides a band width of 26 to 38 Hz,

accommodating a _ 20 percent variation in main rotor RPM.

Figures 22 through 25 present computer simulation results of the

filter section. The input/output signal wave shapes at the nominal

mid-band frequency of 32 Hz are plotted in Figure 21. The output signal

is nearly sinusoidal and has approximately 1.2 percent third, or 12P with

respect to the main rotor RPM, harmonic distortion. There is no second,

or 8P, harmonic distortion since a square wave contains only odd harmonic

multiples. Roughly a 100 degrees phase shift exists between the input and

the output signals, Figure 22. Moreover, peak output amplitude is very

nearly equal to peak input amplitude, Figure 22. Figures 23 and 24,

respectively, depict the gain and the phase shift as a function of

frequency. As frequency increases, filter gain varies from near unity to

0.8, while the phase varies almost linearly from 60 degrees to 140

degrees. The third harmonic distortion with frequency migrates from 2.4

percent at 26 Hz to less than 1 percent at 38 Hz, Figure 25. Thus, the

reference signals are very nearly pure sinusoids. Since the phase shift

and the amplitude gain exhibit known relationships with frequency, the

computer can be programmed to compensate for these trends. The frequency

converter section generates an analog signal proportional to rotor RPM so
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that computer compensation is present over the entire helicpoter RPM

operational band.

3.1.5. FREQUENCY TO VOLTAGE CONVERTER

A commercially available frequency to voltage converter develops

analog output signal directly proportional to rotor RPM. A typical

frequency to voltage converter is schematically shown in Figure 26.

3.1.6. CORRELATOR SECTION

The correlator consists of a bandpass filter, which is identical in

design to the reference generator filter, two multipliers and two

integrators, Figure 27. By using this filter in the vibration signal

path, the phase shift between the square wave reference signal and the

sinusoidal reference signal is equal to the phase shift in the feedback

transducer signal. Therefore, when the 4P vibration component is

multiplied by the sine and by the cosine reference signals, the effect of

the filter generated phase shift is nullified. Specifically, let the 4P

sine reference with Butterworth filter phase shift be represented by

e s = E s SIN (4j',_ _ _ ¢) (IV-I)

Similarly, let the 4P component of the vertical acceleration be written as

_v = E-v sitv (4,../'2. t , d) (IV-2)

wherecKis an arbitrary phase. Butterworth filtering of eVinduces an

amplitude gain K and a phase shift

l

ev : K E,, s,,v (¢._e ,,-,4,,w.) (IV-3)

Multiplying (IV-l) by (IV-3), and invoking trigonometric identities yields

es • ej : Ke,_v g _os(_>- =os(8-n-_, z#,_7 (iv-4)
2

By integrating the multiplier output, the double frequency, or 8P

term, is removed while the DC term is passed. Optimal solution update

rates are achieved with correlator integration time constants approaching

1/1P, or around 125 milliseconds.
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3.1.7. ACTUATOR DRIVER SECTION

One actuator driver consists of two multipliers, a summing junction

and an output current, Figure 28. The function of the actuator

drivers is as follows.

I.

2.

.

The ECU converts the optimal 4P feathering to gain and phase,
K and

Two DC signals are generated by the ECU for each actuator
driver.

DC, : _vX,
_ us (,_,-d) (IV-S)

De_2= ev>____,sin (p,-¢)
cc

The acutuator driver multiplies DC l
and DC zis multiplied by the cosine reference.

are summed to yield

(IV-6)

by the sine reference
The results

L)C,. e s _ OC..z'e c : E v K, s,N (#_/')__ _/_,) (IV-7)

In this manner, the computer generated optimal 4P feathering is

converted into an appropriate sinusoidal driving current for each

actuator.

3.1.8. ACTUATOR LVDT DEMODULATOR

The LVDT demodulators, Figure 29, are required for position

feedback information.

3.1.9. ECU FAILURE INDICATORS

Eight magnetic failure indicators are mounted on the ECU box and

they are labelled with the following nomenclature.

1. 4P Ref Fail

2. Hardover

3. Hydro Fail

4. Comp Fail
5. ECU Set Fail
6. Discs

7. Power Supply
8. 15 KC Ref Fail
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The switches, being magnetic, retain their current state under loss

of system power, thereby recording the failure mode(s). As installed,

white signifies normal and black signifies a self-test malfunction. These

indicators are intended for post flight troubleshooting, and not for pilot

reference.

3.1.10. ECUPOWERSUPPLY

The ECUpower is obtained from the 28 DC volts ship power via an 18

gage wire connected to a junction box on the data acquisition system. The

ECUpeak power requirement is approximately 3 AMPS.

Five wiring harnesses make the following connections.

I.

2.

,

4.

5.

.

7.

ECU to feedback accelerometers underneath pilot's seat.

ECU to magnetic interrupts, which are mounted on the

non-rotating swashplate to generate a 4P reference.

ECU to hydraulic shut-off valve.

ECU to low pressure switch on the manifold.
ECU to the HHC servo-valves and the differential pressure

transducers.

ECU to the control panel and the pilot stick switch.

ECU to the flight computer.

3.1.11. ECU SELF TEST FUNCTION

The ECU monitors the system for many different internal failures,

Figure 30. The malfunctions, along with the system and the operator

response, are described in Section IV.E.3.

3.2. MICROCOMPUTER HARDWARE

Although an analog approach offers advantages in size, weight,

reliability and speed, a digital processor excels in flexibility,

programmming ease and array handling abilities.

The computer hardware utilized for this purpose is a Sperry Flight

Systems Multiplex Remote Terminal Unit (MRTU) Type ILIA, pictured in

Figure 31. The MRTU is a mil-spec airborne processor currently in use on
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the AH-64AApacheas a backup MIL-STD-1553Adata bus controller. The MRTU

is comprised of an SDP-17516 bit processor using 2901 bit slice

architecture, a 1553 bus interface and an extensive A/D, D/A and discrete

I/O capability. The flight computer characteristics are summarizedin

Table 3. The data bus interface serves as a communication link between

the A/D front-end and the randomaccess memory(RAM)in the SDP-175.

Using direct memoryaccess (DMA), digitized data is placed in RAMand it

is refreshed autonomously every 20 milliseconds. The servicing of the

data bus interrupts and of the keep alive timing is controlled by an I/O

executive routine which also calls the HHCalgorithm.

4. INSTRUMENTATION

4.1. AIRBORNEDATAACQUISITIONSYSTEM

The HHCflight test data is obtained using the Airborne Data

Acquisition System (ADAS), which is mountedto a flat plate above the

cargo floor, Figure 32. The ADASaccepts up to 72 channels of analog,

digital and audio signals, although HHCflight tests utilized only 52

channels. It also conditions the data for recording and real time

telemetering to a ground station. Onehour of continuous inflight data

can be recorded on the airborne analog tape. With this system, the data

can range from DCto 2000 Hz signals. The ADASprovides standard pulse

code modulation (PCM)for frequencies up to 250 Hz, and it provides high

response PCMfor frequencies up to 2000Hz. The airborne PCMtelemetry

link is accomplished with a 5 watt transmitter and one L-band antenna,

yielding over 75 statute miles of a direct line of sight coherent signal

range. The electrical requirements of the ADASare 28 volts DCfor proper

operation. A button type circuit breaker located on the main power bus
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provides 50 AMPprotection for a peak current of approximately 27 AMPs

when recording data. Conveniently, the ADASelectrical requirements are

satisfied by the existing aircraft generator.

4.2. MEASUREMENTLOCATIONS

To analyze the aircraft response, numerousinstruments are

installed for data collection. Aside from the necessary accelerometers,

the majority of the readings are for rotor and fuselage loads.

Furthermore, several performance indicators are tracked, and general

flight data is recorded. The master instrumentation list is presented in

Table 4.

Onthe main rotor, an MDHCstandard instrumented blade is employed

to measure, flapwise bending, chordwise bending and torsion moments.

Other measurementsinclude the blade feathering angle, pitch link loads

and the actuator LVDTpositions.

Onthe fuselage, both load and vibration sensors are installed.

Twogroups of triaxial accelerometers are located underneath the pilot

seat. Oneset only measuresthe cockpit vibration levels, while the other

is used as feedback signals to the ECU. The feedback set is comprised of

three Sunstrand Model 2180 Mini-Pal accelerometers which have a flat

frequency response to 50 HZ. After a proximity indicator determines the

force balanced pendulumdisplacement, an error signal then supplies

current to a torque coil, which restores the pendulumequilibrium. The

coil current becomesthe measure of vibrations. In addition to the

cockpit, the aircraft c.g. vibrations are monitored by a third group of

accelerometers. As for fuselage loads, several instruments are used. The

tail boomhas strain gauges bridges, at stations 211 and 270, which

monitor the vertical bending, lateral bending, and torsional moments.
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Also, the main rotor mast is instrumented to record lateral and

longitudinal bending moments.

The test aircraft is further equipped to monitor basic performance

data. To measuremain rotor RPM,the stationary swashplate is equipped

with a magnetic coil which is energized by a rotating ferrous probe. In

addition, the main rotor shaft has a torsional strain gauge bridge which

monitors the shaft torque. An engine torque pressure transducer

determines the engine output power. Betweenthese sensors, the power

required can be comparedwith the power available, yielding an overall

indicator of the helicopter performance.

Finally, someoverall flight parameters are recorded. Airspeed,

angle of attack, sideslip angle, and pitch, roll and yaw rates are all

sensed so that the exact flight conditions are known. The cyclic

collective and directional controls are instrumented with potentiometers

to determine their respective positions.

D. WEIGHT AND POWER REQUIREMENTS

The HHC system weight accounts for the added components and

changes due to the stiffened flight controls. The primary hydraulic boost

system weight is not included in the total, since it is considered part of

the basic aircraft configuration. The last actual weighing of the

helicopter with the HHC components and flight test instrumentation

installed was August 28, 1984. The aircraft basic weight was 1904.8 Ibs.,

with the horizontal center of gravity at 106.1 inches.
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The HHCsystem total weight was 158.2 Ibs. The individual

contributions to this total are listed in Table 5. The flight test

instrumentation, listed in Table 6, weighed 290.0 Ibs. Therefore, the

OH-6Abasic weight was increased 348.2 Ibs. for the HHCtest program.

The HHChydraulic pumpcan absorb 20 horsepower. However, the

flight tests show power consumption to be 3 to 4 horsepower. If a

conservative estimate of one horsepower is allowed for the electrical

power requirements, the total power absorbed is typically 5 horsepower.

As proven with the above data, the HHCsystem requirements fall within the

OH-6Alimits.

E. FLIGHT OPERATION AND SAFETY FEATURES

I. OPEN LOOP OPERATION

1.1 MANUAL CONTROLLER DESCRIPTION

For the first portion of the program, the manual, or open loop,

controller was used to verify the system operation and to understand HHC

input effects. In later flights, the open loop system was used to confirm

system operation.

The controller permits selection of the 4P input magnitude and

phase in the lateral, longitudinal and collective channels, Figures 33 and

34. By turning the toggle switch, the requested input channel is

enabled. The gain knob is set to the desired value, where 0 to 100% gain

corresponds to 0.0 to _ 0.10 inches of actuator stroke. By using Table 7,

the total blade feathering angle can be determined for any actuator

input. The command phase is set from 0 to 360 degrees, with respect to

the cosine signal.
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The controller outputs are DCvoltages which the ECUconverts to

32 Hz actuator servovalue current. The gain and the phase signal

generation for one channel is shownschematically in Figure 35. The phase

input varies the relative amount of sine and cosine commands,whereas the

gain setting adjusts both signals simultaneously.

The open loop controller contains three SimpsonModel 1212 volt

meters, which display the 4P componentof the seat accelerations. With

this visual vibration feedback, a crew membercan optimize the system.

1.2 FLIGHTPROCEDURE

Flight operation of the open loop controller follows.

1.2.1 PRETAKE-OFFPROCEDURE

1. Start engine per normal procedures.
2. Stabilize idle at 62 - 65%NI.
3. Generator switch - ON.
4. Flight control hydraulic pumpswitch - ON(Low pressure light -

OUT).
5. Cyclic stick bypass switch - ON(up).
6. Inverter switch - 1 or 1 and 2.
7. Increase N2 to 101%.

1.2.2 HHCSYSTEMENGAGEMENT

1. ECUyellow caution light - Verify extinguished.
2. HHCpanel switch - ENABLE.
3. HHCcyclic switch - FORWARDHOLD.
4. HHCcaution lights - OUT.
5. HHCcyclic switch - RELEASE.
6. Open loop controller toggle switch - ONfor desired channel.
7. Open loop controller gain knob- SETto desired value.
8. Openloop controller phase knob - SETto desired value.

1.2.3 HHCSYSTEMSHUTDOWN-- NON-EMERGENCYDISENGAGEMENT

1. Openloop controller phase knob - DECREASEto zero setting for
desired channel.

2. Open loop controller gain knob- DECREASEto zero setting for
desired channel.

3. Open loop controller toggle switch - OFFfor desired channel.

1.2.4 POSTLANDINGPROCEDURE

1. Hydraulic bypass switch - OFF(down).
2. Hydraulic pump- OFF.
3. HHCpanel switch - DISABLE.
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4. Shutdown engine per normal procedures.

2. CLOSED LOOP OPERATION

2.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Later in the HHC program, a closed loop system was installed on the

OH-6A aircraft. In this configuration, no operator intervention is

necessary; the flight computer determines the actuator gain and phase. The

ECU conditions the pilot seat vibration signals and sends the DC voltages to

the computer. With the 4P sine and cosine inputs, the algorithm calculates

the optimal feathering angle required. The complete mathematical description

is presented in Section V.A. A cockpit control panel was provided for the

crew in order to regulate the system, Figure 36. Aside from the

enable/disable switch, a reset button is available to restart the computer

program. However, with this function no new system initialization occurs the

software parameters are frozen at their previous values. Only the

enable/disable switch affects the transfer matrix and the baseline vibration

vector calibration.

Finally, the control panel has three rotary potentiometers, or gain

pots, which allow modification of certain computational parameters.

Originally, the gain pots were intended to enhance the vibration reduction in

one direction by changing the vibration weighting factors in the optimal

controller cost function. More recently, the gain pots fine tune the Kalman

filter by adjusting the process noise and the measurement noise factors.

Also, for the latest software, the time delay between HHC updates is

determined by the third gain pot. These setting values are shown graphically

in Figures 37, 38 and 39.

2.2. FLIGHT PROCEDURE

Flight operation of the closed loop controller follows.
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2.2.1 PRE TAKE-OFF PROCEDURE

1. Start engine per normal procedures.
2. Stabilize idle at 62 - 65% NI.

3. Generator switch - ON.

4. Flight control hydraulic pump switch - ON (Low pressure light -
OUT).

5. Cyclic stick bypass switch - ON (up).
6. Inverter switch - 1 or 1 and 2.

7. Increase N2 to 101%.

2.2.2 HHC SYSTEM ENGAGEMENT

1. ECU yellow caution light - Verify extinguished.

2. Gain pots - SET as desired.

3. HHC panel switch - ENABLE.

4. HHC cyclic switch - FORWARD HOLD.

5. HHC caution lights - OUT.
6. HHC cyclic switch - RELEASE.

7. Aircraft response - Autocal for approximately six

seconds, followed by closed loop operation.

2.2.3 HHC SYSTEM SHUTDOWN -- NON EMERGENCY DISENGAGEMENT

1. Reverse of HHC System Engagement.

2.2.4 POST LANDING PROCEDURE

1. Hydraulic bypass switch - OFF (down).

2. Hydraulic pump - OFF.

3. HHC panel switch - DISABLE.

4. Shutdown engine per normal procedures.

3. SAFETY FEATURES OF THE HHC SYSTEM

3.1 GENERAL DISENGAGEMENT

HHC servo actuator motion is inhibited either by disabling the

servo valve drive current or by shutting off hydraulic power to the

actuators. Aside from manual initiation by the pilot cyclic stick switch

or by the panel toggle switch, the electronic control unit will disengage

the system if any self test function has failed.

The 3-position, spring-loaded-to-center cyclic stick switch

provides pilot on/off control of the ECU, which can be engaged after rotor

RPM has reached 100%. The ECU self-test shutdowns are inhibited by
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holding the switch forward. The normal engagement procedure is to push

the switch forward until all of the HHC panel caution lights are

extinguished, then the switch may be released. The HHC system is normally

disconnected by moving the switch to the aft position and then releasing.

This action disables the servo-valve drive current and the hydraulics,

while commanding the computer to resume initialization and to wait

looping.

The panel toggle switch allows the pilot to shut down the hydraulic

system independently of the ECU.

3.2 SELF-TEST CAUTION LIGHTS

The ECU design incorporates extensive self test features to prevent

propagation of spurious command signals. For single channel systems using

in-line monitoring, the generally accepted failure rate is O.O01/flight

hour. Thus, hardover signals are within the realm of possibility for this

test program. For the actuator built-in authority, however, the test

pilot indicated that the aircraft reactions would not pose a

controllability problem.

Four panel caution lights inform the pilot of ECU self-test

shutdown of the system. The lights are:

i. ECU caution
2. Cmptr caution
3. Hydro caution
4. Disc caution

3.2.1 ECU Caution Light

The electronic control unit (ECU) caution light is illuminated when

the self-test detects any one of the following failures.

1. Loss of drive mounted commutator reference pulse.
2. Loss of rotor RPM or rotor RPM signal.
3. Loss of keep-alive signal from the computer.
4. Loss of sine/cosine reference.

5. Loss of servo command comparison.
6. Loss of valve current rate comparison.
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7. Loss of power supply.
8. Loss of linear LVDT.

All eight failure modes above disable the servo-valve drive current.

In addition, the last four modes, those generally associated with a hardover,

lead to disabling hydraulics. Due to flight safety threat from hardovers,

the pilot should not attempt to restart an ECU failure condition.

If the ECU yellow caution light is ON, then:

- HHC cyclic stick switch - AFT

- HHC panel toggle - DISABLE

3.2.2 CMPTR CAUTION LIGHT

The compute fail caution light (CMPTR) indicates:

1. Loss of digital versus analog drive comparison.

2. Loss of keep-alive signal.

Both failure modes lead to disabling of the servo drive current.

If CMPTR yellow caution light is ON, then:

- A restart may be attempted by advancing the HHC cyclic stick

switch until all caution lights have cleared.

Otherwise,

- HHC cyclic stick switch - AFT

- HHC panel toggle - DISABLE

3.2.3 HYDRO CAUTION LIGHT

If manifold/reservoir pressure drops below 2450 psi, the hydro fail

caution (HYDRO) light is lit. This failure mode has no direct effect on the

ECU drive signal. However, once hydraulic pressure falls, the servo command

will not compare with the LVDT output and an ECU fail caution will result,

leading to shutdown of the servo drive current.

If Hydro yellow caution light is ON, then:

- A restart may be attempted by advancing the HHC cyclic

stick switch until all caution lights have cleared.

Otherwise,

- HHC cyclic stick switch - AFT

- HHC panel toggle - DISABLE
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3.2.4 DISCCAUTIONLIGHT

The disconnect caution light (DISC) will illuminate if the cyclic

switch is cycled OFF, if hydraulic pressure is lost at the manifold/reservior

or if any other caution light is illuminated or was momentarily illuminated.

If Disc caution light is ONthen:

- A restart may be attempted by advancing the HHCcyclic
stick switch until all caution lights have cleared.

Otherwise,
- HHCcyclic stick switch - AFT
- HHCpanel toggle - DISABLE

3.3 ECUANDPANELASSEMBLYCIRCUITBREAKER

The circuit breaker protects the control panel and the electronics of

the HHCsystem. Spurious signals, leading to servo oscillations and/or

hardovers, maybe generated by resetting the system with the panel-mounted 5

Ampbreaker.

3.4 MALFUNCTIONSNOTDETECTEDORCONTROLLEDBY THESELF-TEST

Given the limited reliability of single channel in-line monitored

systems, the following failure modesare conceivable:

I. Servo-actuator hardover
2. Uncontrolled servo-actuator oscillations
3. Hydraulic leaks
4. JammedControls

3.4.1 SERVO-ACTUATORHARDOVER

An HHCactuator hardover will produce a sudden, but limited authority,

trim changein any or all of the main rotor control axes.

If sensed, then:

- Cyclic stick switch - AFT
- HHCpanel toggle - DISABLE

3.4.2 UNCONTROLLEDSERVO-ACTUATOROSCILLATIONS

If uncontrolled oscillations are sensed, then:

- Cyclic stick switch - AFT
- HHCpanel toggle - DISABLE
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3.4.3 HYDRAULICLEAKS

If hydraulic leaks are detected, then:

- Cyclic stick switch - AFT
- HHCpanel toggle - DISABLE

An immediate landing is recommendeddue to the possibility of fire.

3.4.4 JAMMEDCONTROLS

Excessive control forces experienced during flight may indicate frozen

bearings and/or control system interferences. Caution must be exercised when

attempting to free jammedcontrols using the boosted primary controls. The

primary boost actuator force capability exceeds limit load levels for some

components.
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V. ALGORITHM AND SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

A. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE HIGHER HARMONIC CONTROL ALGORITHM

1. INTRODUCTION

The HHC system is based on a real time, self adaptive controller.

Using Kalman filtering, various parameters are estimated to identify a system

model at each time step. The control inputs are based on an optimal control

solution of the model. Through this approach, the algorithm operates without

a priori knowledge of the system. As a beneficial result, this controller is

readily transportable from one helicopter to another. It does not require

extensive flight testing to develop control derivatives and control gains as

functions of flight condition and aircraft configuration. A schematic of the

controller operation is shown in Figure 40.

The selected control algorithm was derived from one of several

developed by John A. Molusis [8] of the University of Connecticut, under

sponsorship of the Army Structures Laboratory and NASA Langley Research

Center. This "cautious controller," based on Egs. (12) - (15) of Ref. 8

demonstrated superior performance during computer simulations and during wind

tunnel testing, Hammond [10]. The caution terms preclude large changes in

the control inputs from one iteration to the next. In addition, the

controller operates smoothly during changing test conditions.

We assume the HHC system is described as follows.

where

z__- . T@ (V-l)

= 6xl vector of measured vibrations (g's).
Zo= 6xl vector of baseline vibrations (g's).

T = 6x6 transfer matrix relating actuator controls

to vibration changes (g's/inch or g's/decavolt;
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Conversion: 1 inch = 0.05 volts).
: 6 x 1 vector of actuator controls (decavolt).

The overall HHCobjective is to reduce the helicopter vibrations, z.

First, estimates of _oand T, denoted 2oand _ respectively, are calculated

and then controls, 0, are computed. Below, the optimal control routines, the

Kalmanfiltering techniques and the initial estimation of _oand T are

described.

2. OPTIMALCONTROLLERSEQUENCE

The HHCsystem employs a cautions minimumvariance controller for

computing the optimal control inputs. The penality function to consider is

where

J : EE aTw_ __÷ _eTwe_el (v-z)
E[...] = expected value.

W_= 6 x 6 diagonal vibration weighting matrix.

We = 6 x 6 diagonal control weighting matrix.

Partitioning the system equation (V-l) by rows,

A

_z$: Z_o, __e (v-3)
where j= the j-th row

and substituting into equation (V-2), the penalty function becomes

(V-4)

Computing the expected value of equation (V-4), and then equating the

partial derivatives_ to zero, the optimal controls,_ , are

A

where P_ = the covariance matrix for T, calculated by
Kalman filtering techniques.
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P_o= the covariance matrix for _o, calculated by
the Kalmanfiltering techniques.

To complete the HHCloop, Kalmanfiltering updates estimates of both _oand

T.

3. KALMAN FILTERING

The Kalman filter routine provides real time identification of the

A A

system transfer matrix, T, and the baseline vibrations, _o' and it

recomputes both covariance matricies, P@ and P_o" Properly implemented, the

Kalman filter reduces the uncertainty in the system model.

First of all, the system is redefined for the i-th and the i+l-th

interval.

= oT_ 7_Z,i -- + _'Z (V-6)

Now, a new state variable, h, is defined such that

- jz : ( aoj )'z (v-7)

where z_= the j-th element of the response vibrations at
the i-th iteration.

T_ = the j-th column of T at the i-th iteration.

Rewriting equation (V-6) using the new state variable, we obtain

Letting

_az,,, : (e"/_) -_z (v-8)

x _-(_e"/ _) (v-9)
the state equation may be written as
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(V-IO)

where _ = zero meanwhite gaussian measurementnoise.

To solve equation (V-IO), the state vector, h, must be tracked for

each iteration which is represented by

= ,' a"=/.,z,..., 6

where _ = a discrete white random noise sequence.

hj = j-th column of the state variable.

The W vector is the system state time variation due to changes in flight

condition, gross weight, etc. This quantity is labelled the state process

noise.

Equations (V-IO) and (V-11) present a well defined filtering problem.

The solution, including the covariance matrix update, is given below.

(V-12)

(V-13)

(V-14)

where I = the identity matrix.
P = i-th estimate of the state covariance matrix.

Q = process noise covariance matrix.

R = measurement noise covariance matrix.

The system covariance matrix, P, is a combination of the baseline

vibration covariance, P_o ' and of the transfer matrix covariance, P

Refering to the optimal controller expression, equation (V-5), the following

definitions hold.
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_o = the upper left diagonal element of the P matrix.
the lower right 36 elements of the P matrix composing
a 6 x 6 matrix.

Initially, the off diagonal elements of P are all zero.

The measurementnoise covariance, R, is actually a scalar, if x were

to be expandedto a diagonal matrix, R would also be a matrix. This would

permit distinguisling between the noise values for each measurement.

Overall, the filter accuracy wouly improve, however, the coding difficultly

and computational time would also increase.

Equations (V-12), (V-13) and (V-14) are a complete system for tracking

the state variable, h. Oncethe state is calculated, the new baseline
A

vibrations, the transfer matrix and the covariance matrix, Zo, T and P

respectively, are substituted in the controller routine, equation (V-5).

3. THE AUTOCAL PROCESS

Before any closed loop optimization can occur, initial values of the

baseline vibration vector and the transfer matrix, _o and T respectively,

A

must be determined. The estimates will be denoted _o and T. The

autocalibration procedure chosen for flight test implementation, shown

schematically in Figure 41, consists of the following steps.

Step 1: With zero controls, measure the baseline vibrations, z o.

Step 2: Probe the system with a known unit control vector,

7

e_,: o,o,o,o,o>
and measure the resulting system vibrations, z_.

(V-15)
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Now,

T _e,- z_- _o (v-16)

Multiplying T by el, the first column of the matrix is obtained, since

both z and z o are known.

Steps 3 - 7: Repeat step 2, except probing with a different unit

vector. In other words,

_e_= (o, ,, o, o, o, o)
_e._= (o,o, _, o, o, o)

G

e_= (o,o,o,o,o, ,)

(V-17)

This yields the transfer matrix estimate, column by column.

and T initialized, the HHC closed loop operation may begin.

With z
--O

The actual autocal procedure differs somewhat from the description

above. Instead of unit control vectors, a one-eighth full scale pulse is

used, where full scale is 10 decavolts. The reduced amplitude prevents

hardovers of the actuators or drastic vibration increases during autocal. In

reality, equations (V-15) and (V-16) are rewritten as

e_l-- o,o,o,o,o> (V-18)

and
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A A

._e - 8 ( - ) (v-lg)

Finally, the control probes are not instantaneous. For non-averaging

software, versions B36, B35 and earlier, the unit pulses last one second to

allow the system to reach steady state prior to measuring. The settle down

time is extimated to be approximately one second, however, this value has not

been thoroughly investigated. For the averaging software, versions B55, B56

and B37, the pulse is approximately 1.3 seconds to enable additional data

collection.

B. LABORATORY ROLE IN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

1. PURPOSE OF THE SIMULATION LABORATORY

The higher harmonic control simulation laboratory (Sim Lab), Figure

42, has an integral function in the project development. Through proper

applications, the sim lab investigates different hypotheses, and thereby

reduces the need for costly flight tests. The sim lab develops and tests all

of the flying HHC software. More recently, the lab also performs post flight

data analysis.

"Stand alone" modelling programs are used to develop algorithms.

These simulations can be performed on any digital computer. Even with a

simple model of the helicopter dynamics which cannot reproduce the flight

data faithfully, these simulations are an excellent software development

tool. Different algorithms and their implementation can be compared, and the

stand alone simulations can model various computational effects. The

programs can analyze the effects of different arithmetic precision or even
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the effects of varying word lengths. The precision sensitive portions of the

algorithm can be determined.

Any simulation project must contain a closed loop check out phase

which includes the flight computer and software in a real time environment.

If the results of previous stand alone runs can be reproduced, the new flying

proms are probably bug free. This step does not guarantee no software

errors, but it does greatly reduce their probability.

The sim lab demonstrates the need for a more accurate helicopter

model. With proper simulation during software development, the project cost

is reduced during the flight test phase. Ideally, the simulation program

should include a more realistic rotor-fuselage dynamic analysis.

2. DESCRIPTIONOFTHESIMULATIONLABORATORYHARDWARE

The HHCsim lab has been continuously expandedand upgraded during the

project. The present status is depicted in Figure 43. A description of the

components is given below.

The Andromeda/DECPDP-11/B, operating under an RT-11 system, is the

primary computer. Aside from a 20 megabytehard disk, the Andromedacontains

one double density single sided floppy drive and two single density single

sided floppy drives. This computer supports 9 channels each of digital to

analog and of analog to digital converters, which are used when communicating

with the flight computer. The Andromedaemploys an ADM3A monitor and a

Teletype Model 40 line printer. With this system, various algorithms can be

developed and tested. In addition, the Andromedasimulates a simple model of

the helicopter dynamics. The PDP-11/Bcharacteristics are summarizedin

Table 3.
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The Sperry SDP-175flight computer and its software development

station is another major hardware componentof the laboratory. The flight

software is coded and verified with this equipment. The development station

is based upon the Intel MDS8080 computer. This computer supports both a

line printer and a monitor, and it can create assembly language programs for

the SDP-175. Oncea program is debugged, the software is transferred to the

SDP-175,first by using the Sperry MemorySimulator, and later by physically

installing the 4K proms on which the algorithm is burned into the flight

computer memoryboard. The Andromedathen executes the helicopter model

which tests the flight software. As long as no divergence occurs, the proms

are then considered for flight.

An IBMpersonal computer is being interfaced into the simulation

laboratory to handle output processing. The output can then be presented in

concise graphical form on the Houston Instruments plotter.

3. DESCRIPTIONOFTHEAVAILABLESOFTWARE

Three main FORTRANprograms are used for software development. HHCSIM

is a "stand alone" simulation; it executes only within the Andromeda

environment. HDRIVRcontrols the closed loop testing, which involves actual

flying software. Finally, the third program, MXAUTO,processes flight data.

This software is described in detail in the next three sections.

3.1. STANDALONESIMULATION- HHCSIM

HHCSIM,as the main program module is termed, is a laboratory tool

which comparesthe results of various higher harmonic control algorithms.

This code models both the HHCactive control system and in a simple fashion

the helicopter vibratory response. This software does not faithfully
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reproduce actual flight data. Instead, in the early stages, HHCSIM

determines whether a particular algorithm will converge. Convergence is

defined as the reduction of vibration below baseline values with the

abatement maintained for long runs. In later phases, HHCSIMcompares

alternative algorithms or various initial values. Different system

parameters can have a significant impact on HHCperformance. Applied

properly, HHCSIMreveals the general tendencies and the relative merits of

different options.

3.2 CLOSEDLOOPSIMULATION- HDRIVR

The HDRIVRcode controls the closed loop simulation which tests actual

flying software. HDRIVRsends vibration levels to the flight computer and

then reads the calculated HHCcontrol inputs. In this fashion, an algorithm

can be thoroughly tested before installation on the aircraft. HDRIVRonly

controls the flow of information between the flight computer and the

Andromeda. No new algorithms are developed through this program.

The dynamic modelling of the helicopter in HDRIVRand HHCSIM,is based

on a simple model. The helicopter vibration levels are calculated as random

noise added to the baseline levels. Both the transfer matrix and the

vibration levels randomly walk from their current values if a maneuver is

simulated. However, since the sim lab purpose is to develop and to compare

different flying algorithms, this model has proven adequate. General

vibration trends are exposed although true vibration levels are not

predicted. If true vibration levels are desired, then the sim lab code must

be incorporated with a realistic coupled rotor and fuselage dynamics program.

3.3. AUTOCALANALYSIS- MXAUTO
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MXAUTOis an utility program originally written to calculate a few HHC

system transfer matricies from flight data recorded during the autocal

procedures. At first, the intention was merely to use the resulting transfer

matricies for more realistic Andromedasimulations. Later, the code was

modified to investigate numerousother areas. For example, as the data base

of matrices grows, MXAUTOallows more insight into the considerable controls

coupling, which results in near singular, or ill-conditioned, matrices. The

program, in conjunction with special flight software, can also evaluate the

linearity of the HHCapparatus. Finally, the program uses a statistical

analysis code to compute estimates of the measurementnoise.

Aside from evaluating the autocal process, the MXAUTOcode also

analyzes the raw vibration data. Statistical analysis must compensatefor

the measurementnoise since no filtering techniques exist in the autocal

routine. Assuminga gaussian white noise, averaging with a check of the

standard deviations reduces the sampling error.

For the raw data point collections, the standard deviation of the

sample is calculated below.

where _apL( = standard deviation of the sample.

_ = i-th measurement of the vibration.
o = mean of vibration measurements.

N = sample size.

Moreover, the standard deviation of the means is shown below.
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where (_ = standard deviation of the mean.

The standard deviation of the mean,equation (V-21), comparesthe

spread of individual means. The standard deviation of the sample, equation

(V-20), indicates the data point distribution of one sample.

Finally, the standard deviation of the transfer matrix elements, given

below, is derived from the standard deviations of the means, equation (V-21).

where = the standard deviation of the i,j-th element
--_ of the transfer matrix.

_Z : the standard deviation of the mean for the
i - th element of z.

(F_ : the standard deviation of the mean for the
baseline vibrations, _o"

The factor of 8 is a scaling parameter; see Section V.A.4.

By computing the norm of(_, the measurement noise is estimated. With

these routines, MXAUTO yields a measure of the data integrity. These results

increase the qualitative understanding of the HHC system.

4. CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM THE SIMULATION LABORATORY

The sim lab is a valuable tool in the development of flight software.

Some of the problems that were revealed and resolved by exercising the sim

lab are described below.

First of all, any simulation run must extend over several hundred

frames. Glitches and spikes sometimes occur after a long period of apparent

convergence. For example, different initial values for the covariance matrix

can have drastically different effects on convergence. The values P_3 =
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5.0 (i = j) and PL_j: 0 (i # j) were selected after extensive testing.

Although not necessarily an optimum, these values yield successful results.

Moreover, almost any system value improperly chosen may lead to divergence.

The sim lab can indicate which parameters are sensitive to divergence and aid

in developmentof safe and effective software.

Manynew insights becomeavailable as the simulation laboratory

increases its post processing capabilities. Through the statistical analysis

contained in MXAUTO,parameters previously estimated are determined from

actual flight data. For example, the measurementnoise in the Kalman

filtering routines is calculated via MXAUTO.Currently, the measurement

noise is in the range of 0.01 to 0.03. This allows for more realistic

simulations and for better flying software.

Aside from the statistical analysis, MXAUTOhas enabled the creation

of a transfer matrix data base. As the numberof available matrices

increase, the data can be analyzed for any similarities or any patterns. If

possible, the time consumingautocal process may be eliminated. By

prestoring numerousmatrices, the algorithm may select the proper transfer

matrix as a function of flight condition. This sim lab application is an

area of ongoing research at McDonnell Douglas Helicopters.

The HHCsim lab is constantly used to investigate new areas. MDHCis

currently analyzing the HHCalgorithm and the HHCflight data in order to

fully develop this concept. The optimal time delay between HHCupdates is

tested. The applications of robust Kalmanfiltering and of ideal Kalman

parameters are researched. By fine tuning the filter to the system, the

overall performance should drastically increase. A major algorithm revision

is being considered which should reduce the order of the system. By taking

advantage of the closely coupled channels, i.e. the vertical and the lateral,
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the overall vibration may still be reduced while increasing the condition of

the transfer matrix.
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Vl. FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM

A. PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The HHC flight tests began on August 29, 1982, and were performed in

two phases. First, the open loop HHC system was installed on the OH-6A.

With the ability to independently vary gain and phase inputs, the manual

controller allowed investigation of the HHC mechanics and it was used

throughout the program as a benchmark to verify proper functioning of the HHC

system.

During the second phase of flights, the closed loop, or computer

controlled, system was tested. Various software versions were evaluated for

their vibration reduction ability. The current HHC software has evolved over

a long period of flight testing. Since early 1983 when the first software

version (PROM3) flew, the algorithm implementation was constantly improved.

Table 8 lists all software versions and gives a summary of their salient

features.

The "PROM3" algorithm successfully reduced vibrations for steady state

level flight. However, algorithm performance at high speeds and during

maneuvers was not deemed satisfactory. After the HHC system was refurbished,

the testing resumed in 1984. The first two attempts of improved algorithms,

P3B30 and B34, both failed to reduce vibrations. These codes probably had

improperly selected initial values for the covariance matrix diagonal

elements.

The B35 prom performed well for level flight. The 4 per rev

vibrations were substantially reduced at all speeds. Up to and including

B35, the gain pots were programmed to allow tuning of the vibration weighting
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matrix coefficients. To investigate the effects of the Kalmanparameters,

the next software version, B36, had provisions to tune the process noise

covariance and the measurementnoise covariance. This version produced the

most successful results of the entire program. Not only were lower vibration

levels maintained for level flight at all speeds, but the algorithm also

reduced vibrations during maneuvers.

In an attempt to improve results in nonsteady flight conditions,

version B55was developed and flown. Although the level flight results were

comparable with previous tests, the maneuverresults diverged in various

instances. Therefore, this version was less successful than B36.

Two software versions, B56and B37, have been developed without

undergoing flight tests. These versions have combinedthe vibration

reduction performance of B36 with the improved autocal procedure of B55.

Software B55 has an averaging autocal routine, whereas all previous software

initialization was based upon one reading per unit control input. The

averaging procedure should allow for a moreconsistent initialization

procedure. However, without any flight test results for these codes, their

performance is only speculation.

B. OPEN LOOP FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the open loop flight test program was to obtain a data

base for subsequent closed loop HHC testing. The open loop level flight

envelope consisted of recording HHC data at hover, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and

100 knots. Because of the typical high summer ambient temperatures in Yuma,

Arizona, when these flights were conducted, the OH-6A was flown with doors
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off for the hover, 40 and 50 knot airspeed conditions and with doors on for

airspeeds 60 knots and above. This helped to prevent overheating of either

the electronic equipment in the aft compartment or the two hydraulic

systems. In Figure 4, the aircraft doors off configuration is depicted. In

addition level flight evaluation, the flight crew explored coordinated and

wind-up turns, approaches, flares, accelerations and decelerations. For this

phase of the program, data was taken during 15 hours of flying with the HHC

system turned on and was backed up by 17 hours of ground testing with HHC

engaged.

As noted earlier, the HHCmanual controller can operate the 4P lateral

cyclic, the 4P longitudinal cyclic, and the 4P collective either as

individual commandsor in any combination. For the flight test program, the

inputs were tested independently at each airspeed. The HHCblade angle

motion wasset while a phase sweepwas conducted in 30 degree increments.

This test indicated the phase angle for maximumvibration reduction at that

airspeed. For selected airspeeds, phase sweepswere performed at more than

one HHCblade angle amplitude setting.

As designed and installed, the system had a maximum_2 degrees

authority for collective blade angle movement. Preliminary tests showedthat

this was probably more blade angle authority than required. As a result, an

electronic limit was established in the ECUwhich restricted maximumactuator

stroke to roughly _0.10 inches. Most open loop flight data points were flown

at about 50 percent of this amplitude, which, allowing for somelost motion

between the actuators and the blades, yielded about +_0.33degree of

collective blade angle motion.

2. VIBRATIONRESULTS
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Figures 44, 45, 46, 47 and 48 showopen loop test results for lateral

swashplate excitation equivalent to +_0.33degree of blade angle. Each plot

represents an airspeed of 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 knots respectively. Peak

accelerations in g's as measuredvertically and laterally by accelerometers

mounted under the pilot's seat are plotted versus the 4P commandphase. Note

that the horizontal dashed lines indicate corresponding vertical and lateral

baseline vibration levels with HHCoff.

The five figures have certain characteristics in common,which will be

discussed for 60 knots airspeed, Figure 44. A distinct change in vibration

levels from baseline to HHCon is apparent at all phase angles. The zero

phase condition is the first data point recorded during each run, followed by

30 degree increments to 360 degrees. Since a typical phase sweeptest at a

given airspeed takes ten to fifteen minutes to record, there is a

corresponding time lapse between the 0 degree and 360 degree record. As one

good indicator of the data fidelity and of the data scatter, the test points

at zero degree phase should be comparedwith 360 degree phase. Ideally, they

should be identical.

Referring again to Figure 44, the HHCsystem initially increases the

aircraft vibrations, as phase is varied, reaching a maximumvertical

vibration value of 0.38 g at a phase angle of 90 degrees. Referring to

Figures 45, 46, 47 and 48, for 70, 80, 90 and 100 knots respectively, similar

trends are noted. If the wrong phase angle is applied, HHChas the

capability to significantly raise the vibration levels. For example, for 100

knots, a phase angle of about 150 degrees increases vertical levels from 0.37

g to 0.66 g, Figure 48. Therefore, a definite cause and effect relationship

between HHCinputs and airframe vibration levels is established. Also note

for 100 knots, the minimumvibration level occurs at 330 degree phase angle,
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which is 180 degrees removedfrom the phase angle for which maximumvibration

levels occur. The plots at the other airspeeds also follow this trend within

approximately 30 degrees.

As shownfor 60 knots, both vertical and lateral vibration levels

reach their maximumand their minimumvalues at the samemanual controller

phase settings Figure 44. The maximumoccurs at 90 degrees phase angle,

while the minimumis at 300 degrees phase angle. Using only the lateral

channel of the manual controller with an arbitrary blade angle input of +

0.33 degree, vertical vibration levels are lowered from 0.25 g to 0.04 g and

the lateral vibration levels are reduced from 0.12 g to 0.02 g. If further

reduction is desired at this phase setting, the flight test engineer can

change the amplitude gain setting.

Onefinal point of interest is observed from the vibration data. For

60, 70 and 80 knots, Figures 44, 45 and 46, respectively, the maximumHHC

induced vibration level remains essentially constant at about 0.40 g

vertically and at 0.20 g laterally. However, at 90 knots, the maximum

vertical level jumps to 0.51 g with the lateral increasing to 0.26 g, and

likewise, levels at 100 knots continue to grow to 0.66 g vertically and 0.28

g laterally. At the higher airspeeds of 90 and 100 knots, the HHCinduced

vibrations are no longer attributed solely to main rotor forces. These

higher levels are possibly due to vibratory wake impingement on the OH-6A

empennage.

3. HHCEFFECTONBLADELOADS

Theeffect of HHCon the third, fourth and fifth harmonics of blade

flapwise and chordwise bending momentis shownin Figures 49 and 50. The 70

knot level flight airspeed condition is presented with the manual controller
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providing only lateral inputs. The most inboard blade strain gages are

depicted with the flapwise gage at 15 percent blade radius and with the

chordwise gage at 17 percent blade radius. Since the blade flapwise moment

goes to zero at the offset hinge, the inboard bending gage is a direct

indicator of 3P, of 4P and of 5P vertical shear at the hub. From the

patterns shown, the chordwise bending bridge indicates the trend in rotating

hub 3P, 4P and 5P inplane forces. However, the lead-lag damperwhich allows

a chordwise momentat the blade root clouds this result.

Consider first Figure 49, where the effect of the HHCphase sweepon

blade 3P, 4P and 5P flapwise momentsnear the root is plotted. The variation

of all three blade bending momentharmonics follows the sametrend as

observed for pilot seat vibration levels. In other words, blade 3P, 4P and

5P flapwise bending moments, and corresponding blade root shears, are

amplified in the first 180 degrees of phase sweepand they are attenuated

from 180 to 360 degrees. For the data shown, the 3P values have a minimumat

270 degrees phase, the 4P at 330 degrees phase and the 5P at 240 degrees

phase.

In Figure 50, the corresponding phase plots of blade chordwise bending

are given. Using 300 degrees as the phaseangle for minimumvibration, it

is seen that the 3P and the 4P momentvalues are below the baseline level,

while the 5P is above. However, the magnitude of the 4P componentis the

largest contributor at about twice the value of the 3P or 5Pmoments.

The third, fourth and fifth harmonics of blade torsion as a function

of manual controller phase are plotted in Figure 51. Since HHCis driving

the blade at 3P, 4P and 5P, it is not surprising to see that these components

have increased above the corresponding baseline harmonics at most phase

angles.
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C. CLOSED LOOP FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM

1. INTRODUCTION

During the closed loop flight test program, the HHC controller

performance is evaluated. Using fourth harmonic collective, lateral and

longitudinal cyclic swashplate inputs, the HHC algorithm minimizes

simultaneously the pilot seat 4P vertical, lateral, and longitudinal

vibration levels. During these flights, baseline data and closed loop data

was recorded for the following flight conditions: hover, 40 - 100 knot level

flight in 10 knot increments, and various maneuvers.

To obtain the data, the aircraft is stabilized at the desired test

condition. First, the baseline data is recorded. Then, after HHC is engaged

and the system has settled, the closed loop data is taken. During the

transient test condition, HHC is engaged and is allowed to stabilize prior to

entering the maneuver. For example, during decelerations from 60 knots, HHC

is engaged at 60 knots ten seconds before beginning the deceleration. For

banked turns, the system is initialized and allowed to stabilize in level

flight before entering the turn.

A typical engagement and controller operation is shown for 60 knots

in Figure 52. The traces shown are the time histories of the three HHC

actuator motions (LVDT) signals, and three of the six vibration components

being minimized. The three vibration traces represent the fourth harmonic

sine component of the longitudinal, the lateral and the vertical

accelerations at the pilot's seat. The cosine components, not shown,

represent the remaining three parameters which the controller reduces. In

the figure, the time increases from right to left.
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The initialization, or autocal, of HHC is seen in the actuator traces,

where the trial inputs are readily apparent. Even though the actuators move

at 4 cycles/revolution, these motions appear as a band on the traces because

of the time scale. Due to the arrangement of the HHC actuators, all three

actuators drive collective inputs, two actuators drive lateral inputs and

only one is needed for longitudinal inputs, Figure 52 and Table 7.

Prior to flight test of the system, the initialization process was

thought to be objectionable to the crews. Involving a rapid stepping through

six different control inputs, autocal produces six different vibration

levels. However, during flights, the crew hardly noticed the initialization,

and thus, the process was satisfactory for continued use.

Once autocal is complete, the closed loop controller operation begins.

Most evident from the longitudinal LVDT trace, the controller gradually

increases the amplitude of the HHC inputs until the vibrations are

minimized. Controller disengagement is readily apparent from the actuator

traces. Interestingly, the vibration levels very quickly return to their

baseline values once the system is off. The pilot commented that the effect

of HHC is much more apparent at disengagement than at engagement due to the

quick change in vibration levels. During engagement, the levels are reduced

gradually, which is due to both the algorithm caution terms and to the

controller update rate.

2. 1983 CLOSED LOOP VIBRATION RESULTS

In 1983, the first closed loop HHC flights were performed. With the

early software version, PROM3, these tests proved the feasibility of HHC for

vibration reduction. However, the system performance was degraded as speed

increased. PROM3 results, detailed in Wood, et. al. [1], are summarized

below.
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In Figures 53, 54 and 55, the fourth harmonic of vertical, lateral and

longitudinal pilot seat accelerations are plotted versus airspeed. All the

points are for stabilized flight. As seen from these figures, HHC is

successful in achieving significant vertical and lateral vibration reduction

over the entire speed range. Longitudinal vibrations are reduced up to

approximately 65 knots, but increases occur beyond this airspeed. Also, the

vertical vibration reduction is not as dramatic at the higher airspeeds as at

the lower airspeeds from Figure 53.

The blade higher harmonic feathering angles, corresponding to the data

points shown in Figures 53, 54 and 55, are shown in Figure 56. The data is

for the third, the fourth and the fifth harmonics since the feathering angle

is measured in the rotating system. The HHC system applies only 4P motions

to the stationary swashplate, which are converted into third, fourth and

fifth harmonics in the rotating system. The feathering motions are

predominantly 3P at 40 knots, but at I00 knots, an approximately equal

mixture of third, fourth and fifth harmonics exists. In every case, all the

HHC inputs are less than one-half degree.

In reference to the reduced effectiveness of HHC at the higher

airspeeds, one might argue that the system reached the limit of its

authority. Thus further reductions in vibration are not possible. Yet, the

actuators never encountered the electronically set limits. The system is

capable of almost two degrees of collective feathering angle, which is

further restricted electronically to roughly _ 3/4 degree of collective

input. Since these bounds were not approached during flight, the authority

argument is invalid.
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Three other explanations come to mind concerning the behavior of the

HHC system at the higher speeds. First of all, possible system

nonlinearities may affect HHC results. Molusis [25] has shown through

analytical simulation that system nonlinearity significantly influences the

control algorithm. Nonlinearities in the vibration problem physics could

cause the controller to achieve local minima as opposed to global minima.

The controller performance under these conditions would be quite sensitive to

its initialization. Unfortunately, the effect of actuator amplitude during

initialization was never analyzed in flight tests.

As another possible cause, the relative strength of each input must be

considered. The actuator motion time histories indicate predominantly

longitudinal commands at the higher speeds, with only small amounts of

lateral input. In contrast, the open loop results show lateral, not

longitudinal, inputs to be most effective in achieving vibration reduction.

Furthermore, the longitudinal control system is roughly only 50% as stiff as

the lateral control system. One actuator drives in the longitudinal case,

whereas two actuators drive in the lateral condition. All this indicates

that the longitudinal system is less effective than the lateral system for

vibration reduction. Yet, the controller persists in driving the

longitudinal inputs, which may be due to equal control weighting in the

algorithm. A series of tests were conducted with an updated software

version, B35, to investigate this idea. Unlike earlier flights, these tests

varied the vibration weighting via the three potentiometers on the HHC

cockpit control panel. The varying of these matrix coefficients did not

affect the vibration levels.
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Finally, as the third explanation for high speed degradation, the

Kalmanfilter must be considered. If improperly tuned, the filter will not

correctly track a dynamic system. Basically, the measurementand the process

noise parameters, denoted R and Q respectively in the Kalmanequations, must

reflect the actual system values. If not, the filter provides erroneous

updates of the state vector. To pursue this idea, another software version,

B36, wasdeveloped with the first two control panel potentiometers setting

the filter parameters. These flights produced the most successful results of

the entire project.

3. 1984CLOSEDLOOPTESTRESULTS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Betweenthe 1983 and the 1984 closed loop testing, the aircraft and

the control system was completely refurbished. The actuators were returned

to MoogInc., torn down and all the worn bearings and seals were replaced.

Afterwards, the wiring harness was rebuilt, followed by a wiring continuity

and fidelity check. To confirm that no errors had been introduced, the open

loop controller was installed and earlier open loop results were repeated.

Fromchangesmadeto the flying software, the calculation time

decreased from 162 ms to 58 ms, with a corresponding change in total update

time from 267 ms to 163 ms, Figure 57. This reduction was largely attributed

to two arithmetic changes. First, the Kalmangain vector in the PROM3

version wasdetermined by an iterative method, whereas in later versions, it

is determined directly. Also, for the 1983 software, calculations were done

fixed point and in double precision. For the 1984 versions, scaling problems

were avoided by using floating point arithmetic, and calculation time was

reduced by operating in single precision.
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Version B35demonstrated improved high speed vibration reduction.

However, the vibration weighting coefficient tuning did not significantly

affect the vibration levels. In addition to high speed level flight, this

software reduced vibrations during maneuvers. Since the gain pot setting

10-10-10 yields identical software for B35and B36, the flight data at

10-10-10 is directly comparable to software B35 results. Therefore, only

results for the Q and R tuning software B36are presented below. The

differences between PROM3and B36are summarizedin Table 9.

For B36, the first gain pot adjusts the process noise parameter, Q,

while the second pot varies the measurementnoise coefficient, R. The actual

values of these settings are depicted in Figures 37 and 38, for Q and R

respectively. The two extremes associated with measurementnoise are as

follows. With low measurementnoise the control system is responsive, but

tends to go unstable while with high measurementnoise the control system is

less responsive and more stable. The two extremes associated with process

noise are as follows. With low precess noise the controller performs better

but does not respond well to large changes in the process parameters. On the

other hand with large process noise the performance is slightly degraded but

controller can adapt to large process changes (e.g., maneuvers). As with

B35, the third gain pot adjusts the longitudinal vibration weighting.

For the majority of the level flight plots, multiple points were

available for each test condition. The graphs present the meanof all the

test points for both the baseline and the HHCon data. The vertical bars

represent + one standard deviation to indicate the data scatter.

3.2. VIBRATIONRESULTSFORLEVELFLIGHT
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In Figures 58, 59 and 60, the 4P vertical, lateral and longitudinal

vibrations are plotted versus airspeed. Unlike the 1983 tests, the dramatic

vibration reductions in the vertical direction are maintained throughout the

speed sweep. In fact, even as the baseline vibrations climb exponentially,

the HHCvertical vibrations appear relatively constant at 0.05 g. In the

other two channels, lateral and longitudinal, the HHCreduction is not as

dramatic. Yet, the vibration levels with HHCon are still consistently lower

than the baseline values.

As for the effects of filter tuning, the different gain pot settings

are more apparent in Figures 61 through 63. Here, the 4P vertical, the 4P

lateral and the 4P longitudinal pilot seat vibrations are again presented but

on an expandedscale. Only the meanpoint is plotted where multiple test

points existed. Viewing the vertical plot, where the most dramatic effects

are observed, a few tentative conclusions may be made. The filter tuning

produced very little effect for level flight whencomparedwith the overall

HHCresults. On these expandedscale plots, no one gain pot setting is

superior or inferior. Therefore, the improved performance of the 1984

software resulted from numerouschanges, Table 9, and not simply the tunable

filter parameters.

As for harmonics other than 4P, the HHCperformance is degraded. The

pilot seat vertical vibration frequency spectrum for 100 knots is presented

in Figure 64. The gain pot settings 10-10-10 and 5-5-10 are shownalong with

the baseline data. Aside from the 4P signal, the HHCsystem slightly

degraded the vibration levels. This behavior was observed for all three

directions.
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For 3P and 5P pilot seat vibration levels, HHCconsistently induces

slightly higher vibrations in all three directions. Figures 65, 66 and 67

present the 3P vertical, lateral and longitudinal vibrations, whereas Figures

68 through 70 present similar plots for the fifth harmonic. Although the

vibrations increase, this delta is not of the samemagnitude as the 4P

reduction. In the longitudinal direction, the 3P and the 5P vibration

increases are roughly 0.005 g, whereas the 4P reduction is approximately

0.015 g. Likewise, the 3P and the 5P vertical vibration levels are raised by

approximately 0.02 g, while the 4P levels dropped by nearly 0.25 g.

Therefore, these slight increases are tolerable when comparedwith the fourth

harmonic reduction.

Finally, before this evalution is completed, the vibration levels

throughout the ship must be analyzed. Unfortunately, only one other set of

accelerometers, located at the aircraft c.g., are available for data. In

Figures 71, 72 and 73 respectively, the c.g. 4P vertical, lateral and

longitudinal vibrations, are plotted versus airspeed. Unlike the pilot seat

data, HHCslightly increased the vertical and the lateral vibrations, Figures

71 and 72. On the other hand, the c.g. longitudinal vibrations are

significantly less with HHCon, Figure 73, which differs from the pilot seat

results, Figure 60. Without additional accelerometer locations, no

conclusions may be madeabout the overall aircraft vibrations. However,

these plots of the c.g. vibrations, especially Figures 71 and 72, demonstrate

the possibile negative effects from HHC.

3.3 ROTORMASTBENDINGFORLEVELFLIGHT

The OH-6Aaircraft employs the MDHCstationary rotor mast, which is

instrumented to determine the 4P oscillatory bending moments. These gages

indicate the reduction of vibratory loads that are transferred to the
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fuselage. With HHC,the 4P lateral and longitudinal mast bending momentsare

reduced over the entire speed range, Figures 74 and 75 respectively. Even

though the HHCeffect is reduced at higher speeds, the vibratory loads are

still less than the baseline values.

3.4 BLADEANGLESFORLEVELFLIGHT

Therotating system blade feathering angles versus airspeed are

presented for the third, fourth and fifth harmonics, Figures 76, 77 and 78,

respectively. Interestingly, at all airspeeds, the inputs are predominantly

3P and 5P. Very little 4P feathering occurs.

As for the blade flapping angles, a different trend arises. For the

third harmonic, the angles are generally less with HHCas comparedto the

baseline, Figure 79. For the 4P component, the baseline and the HHCdata is

interspersed, Figure 80. At 80 and 90 knots only, the HHCdata is above the

baseline. In fact, at these speeds, the fourth harmonic of the baseline

flapping angle approaches zero. Finally, for the fifth harmonic of flap

angle, the HHCdata generally is above the baseline values at all speeds,

Figure 80.

3.5 HHCACTUATORSTROKESANDLOADSFORLEVELFLIGHT

In Figures 82, 83 and 84, the 4P strokes of the left lateral, the

right lateral and the longitudinal actuators as measuredby the LVDTsare

presented. Similar to earlier closed loop tests, the longitudinal input is

the most dominant. Since the pilot seat vibrations are reduced at high

speeds, it is concluded that the optimal controller operates adequately with

equal vibration weighting.

Also, as one last point of interest from these figures, the HHC

actuators never approach their electronically set stroke limit of _ 0.100

inches. The system is operating far from its authority limit.
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To determine the actual work an actuator does, its load, in addition

to its displacement, must be considered. In Figures 85, 86 and 87, the

actuator loads corresponding to the above displacements are plotted. Unlike

the displacements, the right lateral, and not the longitudinal, actuator

experiences the greatest load, Figures 85 and 86 respectively. The left

lateral actuator sees the least load, Figure 87. Under the greatest load,

the right lateral actuator is probably the most significant HHC input. On

the other hand, the longitudinal actuator has the biggest displacement due to

the reduced stiffness in this control channel. Therefore, the open loop data

is confirmed. The controller is using one of the more effective channels for

vibration reduction.

3.6 HHC EFFECT ON BLADE LOADS FOR LEVEL FLIGHT

The influence of HHC on blade loads is presented for 3P, 4P and 5P.

In Figures 88, 89 and 90, the chordwise bending moment at 17% radius is

plotted versus airspeed, while Figures 91, 92 and 93, show the flapwise

bending moment at 15% radius. Finally, the torsional moment at 30% radius is

given in Figures 94, 95 and 96.

At the third and the fourth harmonics, the chordwise data scatter

indicates almost no change to a slight increase in bending moment, with HHC

engaged, Figures 88 and 89. At 5P, the chordwise moment is significantly

increased over the entire speed sweep, Figure 90. In a similar fashion, the

flapwise data shows a slight reduction at 3P and 4P, with a significant

increase over baseline values at 5P, Figures 91, 92 and 93 respectively.

Lastly, the torsional moments increased for these harmonics since HHC is

driving the blade at these frequencies, Figures 94, 95 and 96.
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The increases in some harmonics of blade loads with reductions in

others might be expected. The wind tunnel test program, Hammond [10], had

indicated that blade loads were likely to increase with HHC engaged. As a

result, the blade loads were monitored closely during the flight test

program. The increased loads are well within the design loads for the OH-6A

blade.

The variation of oscillatory loads, or one-half peak to peak, with

airspeed are presented for blade chordwise, flapwise and torsional moments in

Figures 97, 98 and 99 respectively. These measurements are at the same blade

radius location as presented for the harmonic data. Again, an increase with

HHC on is apparent which is a trend similar to the wind tunnel testing,

Hammond [10].

3.7 HHC EFFECT ON PITCH LINK LOADS FOR LEVEL FLIGHT

The pitch link loads versus airspeed are shown for the 3P, the 4P and

the 5P frequency in Figures 100, 101 and 102. In addition, the cyclic

oscillatory pitch link load is plotted versus airspeed in Figure 103. The

increase in pitch link load with HHC engaged was totally expected since the

HHC driving forces goes through the pitch link. Again, these loads are well

within the design endurance limit for the pitch links.

3.8 TAIL BOOM BENDING FOR LEVEL FLIGHT

Aside from vibrations, the OH-6A is instrumented to record various

fuselage moments. If vibrations at one location are reduced at the expense

of another location, then HHC is not a viable solution. To demonstrate that

HHC does not adversly affect the fuselage moments, the 4P tail boom bending,

which is an indicator of vibration levels, is presented for the lateral, the

longitudinal and the torsional moments, Figures 104, 105 and 106

respectively. For both the lateral and the vertical moments, the loads with
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HHCengagedare generally lower than the baseline, Figures 104 and 105. The

torsional momentdata scatter, on the other hand, demonstrates neither a

positive or a negative effect of HHC, Figure 106.

3.9 VIBRATIONRESULTSFORTRANSIENTFLIGHTREGIMES

With the improved 1984 software, the HHCcontroller performed quite

well during transient flight conditions. Results similar to the level flight

data were obtained during maneuvers. In the following section, the 4P pilot

seat vibrations are presented for three different test conditions which are

as follows.

I. Various g load pullups at 80 knots.
2. Right and Left 30 degree banked turns at 80 knots.
3. Accelerations and decelerations from 40 to 100 knots.

The blade and fuselage loads data showedvery similar trends as during

level flight. The HHCsystem did not produce undue strain on the OH-6A

even during maneuvers.

For the maneuverbar graphs, Figures 107-115, the data was

collected in the following fashion. For all maneuverconditions, the data

was reduced at time of the peak vertical vibrations. This instant

represents the largest demandon the HHCsystem. Then, the 4P vibrations

were analyzed to determine the meanand the standard deviation for

repeated maneuvers. The test point which wasclosest to the vibration

meanswas then completely evaluated. Therefore, the plots roughly

represent the meanresults for the test condition.

The 4P pilot seat vibrations observed during 80 knot pullups are

presented in Figures 107, 108 and 109 in the vertical, lateral and

longitudinal directions respectively. The gain pot settings for these

tests was 5-5-10. The HHCcontroller significantly reduced vibrations in

the vertical and lateral directions for each g load presented. However,
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in the longitudinal directions, HHCincreased the vibrations. These

longitudinal vibrations were approximately five times less than the

vertical vibrations.

The 4P pilot seat vibrations are shownnext for 30 degree right and

left turns at 80 knots with various gain pot settings. With the gain pot

setting 5-5-10, the vibrations were reduced in the vertical and lateral

directions but raised in the longitudinal direction. On the other hand,

all three vibrations were reduced whenthe gain pots were set to 10-5-10.

Kalmanfilter tuning did affect the HHCperformance during maneuvers.

The next type of maneuver, acceleration and deceleration, was

evaluated in two distinct tests. First, the peak vibrations were reduced

to investigate overall HHCperformance. These 4P vibrations demonstrated

the Kalmanfilter tuning capacity, Figures 113-115. For the vertical

vibrations, the previous trends of HHCresults were repeated, Figure 113.

However, in the lateral and longitudinal directions, the vibrations were

increased with the gains pots at 5-5-10, Figures 114 and 115. The gain

pot setting 10-5-10 demonstrated somewhatimproved results over 5-5-10,

even though these vibrations were comparable to baseline levels.

The second type of acceleration test was designed to investigate

the HHCsystem tracking capability. After inii_ializing the controller at

40 knots, the aircraft was accelerated to 100 knots and data was recorded

in 10 knot increments. In Figure 116, the 4P vertical pilot seat

vibrations for this test, are superimposed on the baseline and HHCon mean

level flight results. The HHCcontroller kept up with the rapidly

changing flight condition. The sameconclusion holds for the lateral and

longitudinal vibrations. These results are not shownsince, due to the

gains being set at 5-5-10, vibrations were not reduced in these two

directions.
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3.10 EFFECTOF HHCONAIRCRAFTPERFORMANCE

The overall aircraft performance is of interest because HHCis

altering the aerodynamics of the rotor system. The flight test program was

not a rigorous performance test program, but someinstrumentation was

included to measure performance. The basic performance indicators were main

rotor shaft torque and engine torque pressure. These results proved

statistically inconclusive. To determine if HHChas a positive performance

effect, a more detailed performance test program would be required.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Overall, this program was extremely successful in meeting its goals.

The higher harmonic control system, integrated into the OH-6A, significantly

reduced pilot seat 4P vibrations. This system can have a tremendous impact

on airframe vibrations for future helicopters. Conclusions from the present

program and some thoughts and recommendations for future HHC work are

presented below.

i.

.

.

.

.

At the pilot seat, the fourth harmonic of vibrations were

significantly reduced. Vibrations at other frequencies were
increased only insignificantly. Vibrations were reduced at all

flight speeds as well as during several maneuver conditions.

The HHC system did not induce undue loads on the helicopter. All

the increased loads, both blade and fuselage, remained well within

design tolerances. In addition, the HHC power requirements were
small and were satisfied by existing aircraft systems.

The 1984 closed loop results demonstrated the effects of Kalman

filter tuning. For level flight, the parameters have little effect

on HHC performance. However, during maneuvers, the Kalman filter
parameters greatly influence the HHC vibration redution.

The improvements in the 1984 high speed data resulted from numerous

changes. The decreased computation time was one significant factor.

Since the flight test program was concentrated on monitoring

vibrations and loads, precise helicopter performance parameters are

not available. Yet from the existing data, HHC did not adversely
affect vehicle performance. For a firm quantitative analysis a true

performance test program must be initiatied.

Aside from the pilot seat, only the helicopter c.g. vibrations were

recorded. Although the 4P levels slightly increase at this

location, the vibrations do not necessarily follow this trend
throughout the helicopter. In fact, the tail boom moments, which

are an indicator of vibration levels, are reduced by HHC.

As an extention of the HHC concept, multiple locations of one

vibration direction, such as the vertical, may be minimized

throughout the aircraft. With the coupling between the three

directions, the overall aircraft vibrations may reach even lower
levels.
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As with any flight test program of this magnitude, extensive data

was recorded which could not be presented in this report. This

additional data will serve as a valuable data base when developing

an HHC system for larger and faster helicopters.

HHC is expected to be superior than any other method of vibration
control. This is due to the fact that HHC attacks the source of

vibrations, and that it adapts to changing flight conditions. Being

an active vibration reducing device, the weight of an HHC system is

estimated to be significantly lower than any number of passive
devices such as bifilar absorbers, airframe vibration abosrbers,
etc.

The added complexity and the mechanical system wear associated with

an HHC implementation can be minimized at a low cost by proper

design. Future aircraft which will most likely be full fly-by-wire

will have significantly reduced mechanical control paths, and
therefore will require very little control modification to eliminate
mechanical wear when HHC is included.

Although HHC implementations requires sensors and computers, the
future helicopters are expected to contain considerable amounts of

such resources in which case HHC is not likely to make large demands

in terms of additional resources and complexity.
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Length
Stall Load

Actuator locked below

Actuator unlocked above

Locking time:
From full extend

From full retract

Limit load (zero inlet

pressure)

6.25 + 0.003 in.

786 Ibs.

1200 psi.

1600 psi.

170 ms.

250 ms.

+ 750 Ibs.

HHC ACTUATOR CHARACTERISTICS

Table 1

Fluid:

Delivery:
Max. Continuous RPM:

Typical Operating RPM:
Min. Recommended Inlet Pressure:

Recommended Nominal Operation Pressure:

Pressure At Which Displ. Will Begin To Reduce:

Pressure Rise As Displ. Is Reduced To Zero:

Dry Weight:

Estimated Efficiency At 2700 RPM, Full Flow:

Input Horsepower At 2700 RPM, Full Flow:
Rotation:

MIL-H-5606

0.75 cu. in/rev
7500 RPM

2800 RPM

10 psia

3000 psi

2850 psi

150 psi
8.9 Ibs

90 %

17.5 HP

Counterclockwise, looking at shaft

HHC HYDRAULIC PUMP DESIGN CRITERIA

Table 2
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Weight:

Power Dissipation:

Memory:

Processor:

Software:

IIO:

Functions :

II/B

3S Kg. (78 pounds)

175 Watts

32Kowords by 16 bit

General purpose, 16 bit data and

instructions

Instruction times:

3.5 _sec add, subtract

30.0 t_eec multiply

78. 0 _sec divide

3.5 I_sec test, set bit

Assembly, Basic, FORTRAN

Real time operating system

16 A/D Channels

6 D/A Channels

Laboratory data acquisition

SDP- I 7S

7 KS, (IS pounds)

40 Watts

24K ROM, ZK RAM by 16 bit Expandable to 64K

General Purpose, 16-bit data and instructions

Instruction times:

0.5 I_sec add, subtract

S. 5 psec multiply

lZ. 0 t, sec divide

0. 75 _sec test, set bit

800 KOPS for standard airborne mix

Assembly, Floppy disk operatin 8 system

outer

4 AC 0 AC

20 DC 20 DC

16 28V Discrete 16 28V Discrete

48 5V Discrete 56 SV Discrete

Airborne remote terminal bus. control

avionics processing

PDP-11/B AND SDP-175 CONTROLLER CHARACTERISTICS
Table 3
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Stiffened Flight Control Components
Removed - Aluminum Bellcranks, Links, etc.

Add - Steel Bellcranks, Links, etc.

HHC Hydraulic Pump and Drive
Three HHC Actuators

Two Heat Exchangers
Reservoir/Manifold and Accumulator

Hydraulic Lines and Fluid
Four Door Fans

Associated wiring and Installation
Electronic Control Unit

Flight Computer

Total

WEIGHT OF HHC SYSTEM COMPONENTS

TABLE 5

-4.8 Ibs.

25.0 Ibs.

27.0 Ibs.

18.0 Ibs.

6.4 Ibs.

15.0 Ibs.

15.0 Ibs.

6.0 Ibs.

30.0 Ibs.

9.0 Ibs.

11.6 Ibs.

153.2 Ibs.

Nose

Cockpit
ADAS Package (Wire Harnesses Included)
Transducers

Airspeed Boom
Miscellaneous Brackets and Attachments

Total

5.2 Ibs.

24.4 Ibs.

218.4 Ibs.

16.4 Ibs.

16.0 Ibs.

9.6 Ibs.

290.0 Ibs.

WEIGHT OF HHC FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTATION

TABLE 6
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_4-0.20

40.20

_40.20

4-0.20

+0,20

0,0

0.0

+0.20

0.0

0.0

40.20

40.20

_+0.20

I|HC ACTUATOR

HO'rION

Y2

"tO. 20

_-tO.20

To.2o

0.0

0.0

_40.20

+0.20

0.0

+0.20

0.0

_+0.20

-T-O. 20

_.2o

V 3

+0.20

0.0

0.0

+O.20

_-O. 20

+0.20

_o.2o
0,0

0.0

+0.20

To.2o
+0.20

+0.20

O.0

0.O

+2.65

--+1.33

+1.33

_1.33

51.33

-+1 .,33

_1.33

O.0

O.0

+2.65

-+2.65

CONTRO/.,'U_CLE5 (1)

(DEC'S)

A i B 1

0.0

4-2.65

0.0

51.33

+3.97
_1.33

+3.97

+_1.33

+1.33

_2.65

-+5.30

+2.65

_2.65

0 C

+1.90

-+I. 90

0.0

4-0.96

+0.94

+O.94

+0.94

+O.9k

44).94

0.0

4-1.90

0.0

0.0

(1) COWflIOL AI¢I,[S - HF,ASURED AT BI_I)B - NO CONTROl, FLEXIBILITY

A 1 I,AT CYCLIC (+ ROLLING TO RLGIIT)

B 1 LONG CYCLIC (+ DISK TILT BACK)

O C COLLECTIVE

BLADE FEATHERING ANGLES RESULTING FROM ACTUATOR INPUTS

Table 7

+ .................. + .......... ÷ .......... + .......... + .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... ÷

;Prot Neon : PROM3 : P3B30 _ B34 : B35 : 836 : B37 : B55 : B56 :
÷ .................. ÷ .......... + .......... + .......... ÷ .......... + .......... + .......... + .......... ÷ .......... ÷

:Assembly Date : 1/2B/8] _ 2/8/84 : 2/28/84 : 3/17/84 I 3/23/84 t 1/13/85 : 9/15/84 : 1/21/85
÷ .................. ÷ .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... + .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... ÷

:First Flight : 1/31/83 I 2/28/84 I 2/29/84 : 3/20/84 _ 4/4/84 _ .... : 10/17/84 I .... Z
÷ .................. ÷ .......... + .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... + .......... + .......... +

:Convergence : yes : no : no I yes : yes : .... : yes : ....
÷ .................. + .......... ÷ .......... + .......... ÷ .......... + .......... + .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... ÷

:Process Noise, 0 : 0.0050 : 0.0025 I 0.0025 I 0.0050 I tunable I tunable I tunable _ tunable I
÷ .................. ÷ .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... + .......... + .......... + .......... ÷ .......... ÷

_Neas. Noise, R _ O.OlO0 : 0.0004 : 0.0004 : 0.0100 : tunable : tunable : tunable : tunable :
+ .................. ÷ .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... + .......... ÷ .......... +

:Tieel)eldy, me _ 105 ] 105 : t05 : 105 : 105 : tunable ; tunable L tunable

÷ .................. + .......... + .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... + .......... ÷ .......... + .......... ÷

:ComputeTime, ms : 162 : 57 : 57 : 57 I 57 : 57 : 30 : 30 :
÷.................. +.......... ÷.......... ÷.......... ÷.......... ÷.......... +.......... +.......... +.......... ÷

:Update Rate, Hz : 3.7 _ 6.1 I 6.1 : 5.1 : b.t I variable : variable : variable :
+ .................. _ .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... + .......... + .......... ÷

:lnit. Cover. Diag.: 5 : 2 : 2 : 5 : 5 : 5 : 3.5 : 5 :
÷ .................. ÷ .......... ÷ .......... _ .......... ÷ .......... ÷ ......... + .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... +

:Arithmetic Type : fixed(i) : float(2) I float I float : float I float : float : float :

÷ .................. + .......... + .......... ÷ .......... + .......... ÷ .......... + .......... ÷ .......... + .......... +

:Autoca] Method ] non-avg. : non-avg. : non-avg. : non-avg. : non-avg. :averaging :averaging :averaging :

+ .................. ÷ .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... + .......... ÷ .......... ÷ .......... + .......... ÷ .......... ÷

(1) Double Precision Fixed Cmputing

(2) Single Precision Floating Computing

HHC SOFTWARE VERSION SUM_RY

Table 8
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• SOFTWABEAND SlMIJ_ATiON RESULTS

CONTROLLERCOMPARISON

R (MEAS. NOISE)

Q (PROCESSNOISE)

KALMAN GAIN

OLD
JAN 1983 1984

0.01

0.0050

ITERATION

0.001-*
0.01

0.0005--"
0.0050

NO ITERATION
VECTOR

ARITHMATIC

CALCULATION
TIME

UPDATETIME

DOUBLEPRECISION
FIXED POINT

162ms

267ms

SINGLE PRECISION
FLOATINGPOINT

58ms

163ms

HHC CONTROLLER COMPARISON
Table 9
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BASELINE = WlHH CONTROL p r A  
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0.0 L 
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ADVANCE RATIO 

TYPICAL RESULTS FROM OPEN LOOP WIND TUNNEL TESTS 
F igu re  3 

FIRST FLIGHT OF HHC EQUIPPED OH-6AY ON AUGUST 25, 1982 
Figure 4 
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UPPER (ROTATING) SWASHPLATE 

LOWER (NONROTATING) 

HIGHER HARMONIC 
HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR 
ASSEMBLY (3 PLACES) 

MIXER ASSEMBLY 

HHC ACTUATOR I N S T A L L A T I O N  SCHEMATIC 
Figure 7 

HHC R I G t i T  LATERAL ACTUATOR I N S T A L L A T I O N  
Figure 8 
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OH-6A SPERRY SAS F L I G H T  CONTROL SYSTEM 
Figure 9 

SCHEMATIC OF THE CONVAIR HYRDOPAC 
Figure 1.0 
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HHC ACTUATOR 
F i g u r e  13 

H I X  HYDRAULIC PUMP 
F i g u r e  14 
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KEY 

0 ENGINE DRIVEN. VARIABLE DELIVERY PUMP 

@ TEMPERATURECOMPENSATED FILTER 

@ PRESSURE TRANSDUCER 

@ PRESSURE REGULATOR 

@ HIGH PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE 

@ FLOW RESTRICTERS 

- 

@ FLUID RESERVOIR IAIR PRESSURIZEDI 

@ HEAT EXCHANGER 

@ AIR PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE 

@ HHC ACTUATORS 

HHC HYDRAULIC PUMP INSTALLATION 
F i g u r e  15 

1 TO 7.21 1621OOO2 RESER\VOIR/MANI FOLD 

HHC HYDRAULIC SCHEMATIC 
F i g u r e  16 
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SPERRY SDP-175 DIGITAL COMPUTER 
Figure  31 

AIRBORNE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM (ADAS) INSTALLATION 
Figure 32 
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OPEN LOOP CONTROLLER SCHEMATIC 
F i g u r e  33 
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F i g u r e  35 

HHC COCKPIT CONTROL PANEL 
F i g u r e  36 
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MEASURE 
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VARIATION OF 4P VIBRATION WITH INPUT PHASE AT 90 KNOTS

Figure 47
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1984 SOFTWARE
TOTAL _ 163 ms
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Figure 57
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X. APPENDICIES

APPENDIX A: TAIL ROTOR STRESS ANALYSIS

In the following pages, the tail rotor control system is analyzed.

When the boost actuator was removed, the stock OH-6A parts were installed.

Due to the numerous modifications to this OH-6A, the safety review board

requested the stress analysis. With these results, the OH-6A control system

was approved for flight testing.
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APPENDIX B: CONTROL SYSTEM LOAD DELFECTION TEST

1. INTRODUCTION

On the following pages, the data for the control system deflection

test is summarized. From this analysis, the stiffer primary control system

is designed, as described in Section IV.C.2.1.

2. FORCE EQUILIBRIUM OF THE CONTROL MIXER ASSEMBLY

In Figures B-l, B-2, and B-3, the static loads of the collective, the

lateral and the longitudinal systems respectively, are presented. In each

case, a unit load P is inputed and the pitch link loads are computed.

For a complete view of the mixer assembly, see Figure B-4.

3. LOAD DELFECTION CURVES

In Figures B-5 through B-7, the load deflection curves are presented

for the old control mixer in the collective, in the lateral and in the

longitudinal directions respectively. The free play in each directions is

easily seen.

4. ADDED WEIGHT EFFECT ON PRIMARY BOOST STABILITY

4.1 LATERAL BELLCRANK

Total Solid Volume

4130 Steel weight density

Lateral Bellcrank weight in steel

Lateral bellcrank and casting weight

Solid steel weight penalty

4.2 COLLECTIVE BELLCRANK

Total solid volume

4130 Steel weight density

B-I

27.6 cu. in.

0.283 Ibs./cu in
7.80 Ibs.

1.05 Ibs.

6.75 Ibs.

26.81 cu. in.

0.283 Ibs./cu.in.



4.3

Collective bellcrank weight in steel
Collective bellcrank and casting weight
Solid steel weight penalty

TOTALPENALTY

Total weight penalty in steel system

7.59 Ibs.
0.95 Ibs.
6.64 Ibs.

13.40 Ibs.

Since the servo stability analysis indicated that added weight up to

40 Ibs would be acceptable, these new bellcranks will not harm the boost

system.

5. FREEPLAYMEASUREMENTRESULTS

The free play measurementsare summarizedin Table B-I.

is the total width of the load deflection hysteresis curve.

The free play

6. STIFFNESSBREAKDOWNFORMIXERASSEMBLY

The stiffness test results are presented in Table B-2. In addition,

the spring rates for the three loading directions are presented in Figures

B-8 through B-IO. This test determines the control system stiffness.

7. SUMMARYOFDATA

Thefollowing calculation determines the lost motion at the HHC

actuators. Figure 32 displays the old and the new force displacement curves

for the system. As shown, the control dead zone is significantly reduced

with the modified parts.

7.1 LOSTMOTIONIN SYSTEMAT HHCACTUATOR

Calculation of HHCActuator Loads at Full Stroke + 0.200" @32 Hz

P = 8.43 x 2.0 x 10.1 = + 127.53 Ibs.

6.07 0.22 -

Use _ 120 Ibs., say.

Collective System:

B-2



Upper Stiffness:

Avg. = 4196 + 5310 = 4753 Ibs./in.
2

Eal = 10 x 10E6 = 1.67, say increase is mean (1.33)

Emg 6 x 10E6
1.33 x 4753 = 63211bs./in

Use 6300 Ibs./in. above as new spring rate.

Lower Stiffness:

Avg. = 4512 + 7792 = 6152 Ibs./in.
2

Est = 30 x 10E6 = 5

Emg 6 x 10E6

Assume lateral and collective steel bellcranks yield threefold

increase, and added inertia a twofold increase:

6 x 6152 Ibs./in. = 36912 Ibs./in.

Use 36900 Ibs./in. (Not critical)

Now consider worst measured case, left actuator in Lateral System:

Upper Equiv. Stiffness = 1.33 x 4878 = 6488 Ibs./in.

Lower Equiv. Stiffness = 3530 x 6 = 21180 Ibs./in.

Combine this with the worst free-play case for computation of lost motion,

using the following data.

Spring Rate (above) at actuator before mod:

After mod:

Spring Rate (below) at actuator before mod:

After mod:

K = 5000 Ibs./in.

K = 6500 Ibs./in.

K = 3500 Ibs./in.

K = 21000 Ibs./in.

Consider worst free-play case: _ 40 mils

By proposed fixes can reduce to: _ 10 mils

Distribute as follows:

Kequiv before modification:

1 = 1 + 1

Ke 5000 3500

B-3



o

Ke : 2060 Ibs./in. Use 2000 Ibs./in.

Kequiv. after modification:

Ke = (6500) (21000) = 4964 Ibs./in.
6500 + 21000

APPENDIX B TABLES AND FIGURES

Use 5000 Ibs./in.
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RESTRAINT

LONG. IDLER

IN. LONG. BC

OUT. LONG. BC

COLLECTIVE BC

LATERAL BC

S-PLATE UP

TOTAL

COLLECTIVE (#)

(mils)

6.1 [2]
N/A

N/A

N/A

27.2 [4]

7.7 [3]

6.0 [3]

47.0 [12]

LATERAL (#)

(mils)

(1.5) [2]
N/A

N/A

N/A

7.1 [4]

12.0 [3]
7.6 [3]

26.7 [12]

ILONGITUDINAL (@)I
!(mils)

(1.5) [2]
6.5 [1]
42.0 [4]

15.3 [i]

13.5 [4]

2.4 [3]

5.6 [3]
--+- +

!', 85. 3 [18] ,

# Loaded top down

@ Loaded bottom up

(..) Included in bottom loaded swashplate numbers

[..] Minimum achievable free play

N/A: Does not enter into load path

FREE PLAY SUMMARY

Referred to the Pitch Horn

TABLE B-I

LOADS APPLIED

BELOW CONTROLS

(*)
+

LOADS APPLIED

ABOVE CONTROLS

(**)
+

RATIO OF LOADS I
BELOW TO LOADS 'I

!LOADS ABOVE ,
+ +-

COLLECTIVE

(lbs./in.)

4000

LATERAL

(lbs./in.)

5882

LONGITUDINAL

(ibs./in.)

4762

I I
I I

' 6785 ' 38704267 ,

: :

0.937 0.867 1.23

* Measurements relate to input actuators with

blade feathering locked.

** Test results referenced to input actuators

by mechanical advantage

Note: All spring rates are determined outside the

free play region.

SUMMARY OF STIFFNESS TEST RESULTS

TABLE B-2
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COLLECTIVE SYSTEM LOADS

Figure B-1
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LATERAL SYSTEM LOADS

Figure B-g
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b,.

LONGITUDINAL SYSTEM LOADS

Figure B-3
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EXPLODED VIEW OF THE CONTROL MIXER ASSEMBLY

Figure B-4
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SPRING RATES FOR COLLECTIVE LOADING OUTSIDE THE FREE PLAY REGION

Figure B-8
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f

SPRING RATES FOR LATERAL LOADING LOADING OUTSIDE THE FREE PLAY REGION
Figure B-9
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SPRING RATES FOR LONGITUDINAL LOADING OUTSIDE THE FREE PLAY REGION
Figure B-IO
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APPENDIX C: OH-6A CHARACTERISTICS
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OH-6A CHARACTERISTICS

AIRCRAFT

Gross Weight ........

C T , Sea Level Standard

C r / _ , Sea Level Standard

MAIN ROTOR

Hub Type

Number of Blades

Rotor Diameter ......................

Total Blade Area

Blade Chord

Blade Twist ............

Solidity, Thrust Weighted

Pitch Flap Coupling, _3
Built in Pitch

Flap Hinge Offset ...................

Lag Hinge Offset ....................

RPM

Weight Moment [ mr ..................

_ , Lock Number-

Precone

V H

2550 lb.

.00442

.0814

Fully Articulated

4

26.33 ft

29.63 ft 2

6.75 in

-9 degrees

.0544

0 degree

8 degrees
5.5 inches

16.19 inches

483

5.927 slug-ft

4.919 (a-5.73)

0 degree
125 knots
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